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Abstract 
This thesis describes a measurement of the forward-backward hemisphere charge 
asymmetry in heavy flavour decays of the z 0 boson using the ALEPH detector at LEP. 
zo -t bb decays are tagged by identifying the decay products of long-lived b hadrons 
via their large track impact parameters relative to the z0 decay point. The background 
event tagging efficiencies are estimated using Monte Carlo simulation, whereas the bb 
event tagging efficiency is evaluated by measuring the relative rates of single and double 
tagged events. 
In a sample of 70,259 hadronic zo decays. with a b purity of 88%, the charge 
asymmetry, (Qp8 ), expressed as the mean difference between the momentum weighted 
forward and backward hemisphere charges, is measured to be 
(QFB) = -0.0112 ± 0.0012(.stat.) ± 0.00018(.syst.). 
Using a precision measurement of the mean b quark hemisphere charge, and accurate 
fits to the angular dependence of the event tagging efficiencies, (QFB) is used to 
determine a value for the electroweak asymmetry, A~~B : 
A~8 = 0.118:3 ± 0.0i:3l(stat.) ± 0.00057(.syst.). 
Interpreting A~8 in the framework of the minimal Standard Model of electroweak 
interactions, the effective weak mixing angle, sin 2 B~(,1, is determined 
0.22Rl ± 0.002.+(stat.) ± 0.0011(.syst.). 
This places the following Standard Iviodel limits on the mass of the top quark, mt : 
or 
2-o+43 C' V/ 2 7rli = ·J:J_ 50 ~e c , 
rrt1 < 338GeV/c2 (%%confidence level). 
Preface 
This thesis describes a measurement of the forward-backward charge asymmetry in 
heavy flavour decays of the zo boson using the ALEPH detector at LEP. The data were 
collected in the year 1992. The measurement is interpreted in terms of the Standard 
Model of electroweak interactions and is used to determine a value for the effective 
k • • 1 · 2 nef f wea m1xmg ang e, sin uw . 
The work of the ALEPH collaboration depends directly and indirectly on the 
participation of many people over a long period of time. My contribution to the 
working of the experiment included monitoring of the detector performance and the 
data acquisition. The material presented in this thesis reflects my own individual 
analysis of the ALEPH data as part of a working group. The final results depend on a 
previous measurement made within the collaboration (Section 4.2). 
No portion of the work referred to in this thesis has been submitted in support of 
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The Standard Model 
1.1 An overview of particle physics 
Particle physics concerns itself with the question : \Vhat are the fundamental con-
stituents of the universe ? The current answer to this question is displayed in table 1.1 
and is the result of many decades of dialogue between experimental and theoretical 
particle physicists. 
All matter in the umverse appears to be made of fundamental particles, called 
fermions, possessing intrinsic angular mo1nenturn. or spin, of magnitude ~h where his 
Planck's constant divided by 2r.. These particles are believed to be structureless and 
pointlike on the scale of 10- 11m. There are a total of 12 such elementary particles each 
having a unique set of characteristics, or quantum numbers, owing to their different 
response to the three 'fundamental' forces of nature, the strong, electromagnetic and 
weak forces. The effect of gravity on the ele111entary particles is so weak, compared 
to the other three forces, that it ca11 be safe]~: ignored. Six of these particles, called 
quarks, feel the effects of all three forces. Of the remaining particles, called leptons, 
three couple to the the electromagnetic and weak forces (the charged leptons) while the 
remaining three feel the effect of the weak force only (the neutral leptons or neutrinos). 
1 
Name charge spin 
Quarks 
u (up}, c (charmed), t (top) +~ 1 2 
d (down}, s (strange), b (bottom) 1 .! 
-3 2 
Leptons 
e (electron}, IL (muon), r (tau) -1 1 2 
Ve (electron neutrino), Vµ, V 7 0 .! 2 
Gauge bosons 
:y (photon) 0 1 
HJ±, Z1 (Weal: bosons) ±1, 0 1 
gi (i=l, ... ,8, gluons) 0 1 
G (graviton) 0 2 
Table 1.1: The fundamental constituents of the universe.For each charged particle there 
is an associated anti-particle of the same mass but of opposite electromagnetic charge. 
The strong force acts only over very small distances and binds quarks together 
within protons and neutrons (nucleons) [1). Its residua.! effects a.re believed to be 
responsible for the attraction between nucleons inside nuclei. The electromagnetic 
force is responsible for the attraction between electrons and nuclei which binds atoms 
and molecules, controlling chemistry and the physics of materials. The strength of 
the electromagnetic force, relative to the strong force, is ,...., 10- 2 . The weak force 
governs processes such as nuclear /3-deca~r causing protons to tra.nsmute into neutrons 
and vice-versa ; it is vita.I for the s~'ntltesis of light elements in the early universe. 
Its strength relative to the strong force is ,...., 10- 13 • (The corresponding strength of 
gravity is ,...., 10-38). These forces are all transmitted by specific fields or particles which 
are equivalent concepts in the quantum field theory used to explain their properties. 
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The mediating particles are called gauge bosons ; for the electromagnetic, weak and 
strong forces they have spin lh. (See table 1.1). The electromagnetic and strong 
forces are mediated by a massless photon,/, and eight massless gluons, g; (i = 1, ... ,8), 
respectively, whereas the weak force is mediated by 3 massive particles, the w± and 
zo bosons. 
A major problem with our understanding of these fundamental forces is in their 
number and disparate strengths and properties. The Standard Model of electroweak 
interactions of Glashow, Weinberg and Salam [2] [:3] [4] attempts to unify two of these 
forces, the weak force and the electromagnetic force, inside a consistent mathema.tical. 
framework. The Standard Model is an SU(2)xU(l) gauge field theory reflecting 
the SU(2) and U(l) gauge structures of the weak and electromagnetic interactions 
respectively. 
Section 1.2 gives a short introduction to gauge field theories and in section 1.3 
a summary of the structure of the Standard rvlodel theory is given, including an 
explanation of the Higgs mechanism by which the gauge bosons and the fermions are 
given mass. 
1.2 Gauge theory 
1.2.1 Introduction 
Symmetry principles play an important role in the physics of elementary particles. The 
presence of a symmetry in a physical system. for exam pie invariance of the system under 
spatial rotations, implies the existence of a conserved quantity, in this case rotational 
angular momentum. It is present belief that all particle interactions are governed by 
internal symmetries called gauge symmetries that are independent of the space-time 
coordinates. 
The Lagrangian formalism [.5] provides a convenient way of identifying the conserved 
quantities ; starting from a scalar Lagrangian. £, there is a conserved quantity corre-
sponding to each continuous symmetry transformation which leaves the Lagrangian 
and the resulting equations of motion invariant in form. Such a theorem, known 
as Noether's theorem, permits observed selection rules to be described in terms of 
symmetry requirements in [, and is very useful as a guide for the introduction of 
interaction terms in developing new theories. 
Quantum electrodynamics (QED), the theory of the interaction between charged 
fermions and photons, has the vital property that the various unphysical infinite 
contributions that routinely arise in quantum field theories can all be consistently 
eliminated ; the theory is said to be renormalisable. This can be traced to the fact 
that the QED Lagrangian is invariant under local gauge transformations of the fermion 
field, 1/J(xµ), and the photon field . .4,,(:r 1') : 
where O(xµ) depends arbitrarily on the space time coordinates xµ. q is the fermion-
photon coupling. In other \vords, the complex phase of the fermion field, 1/J, can be 
altered in an arbitrary way as long as a massless spin 1 gauge field, A 1., is introduced 
and adjusted simultaneously in a suitable \\"ay. The conserved quantity corresponding 
to this internal symmetry can be shown to be the electromagnetic charge of the system. 
The phase factor, eiqB(x), belongs to the symmetry group U(l) of unitary transfor-
mations. By 'designing' the Lagrangian to be invariant under the transformations of 
more general symmetry groups. the propNties of other forces can be described in a 
similar way. 
Some of the properties of the weak force can be understood if the electron field, e, 
and its neutrino field, Ve, are regarded as two components of a 'doublet' fermion field 
By requiring that the corresponding free fermion Lagrangian be invariant under 
transformations of the form 
z/J -t U(B(x)) if,.•, (1.1) 
where U(O) is a 2x2 unitary matrix, requires the introduction of three massless spin 1 
gauge fields, w+' w- and vV 0 , with which the fermion doublet can interact. In this 
case the transformations are more complex than the U(l) phase changes of QED since 
the off diagonal terms in U ( B) can change one member of the doublet into the other : 
e H Ve. Weak interactions involving other fermions can be described in a similar way 
by constructing the doublets 
(:,) (~) (:) (:) (:) 
The above transformations (1.1) belong to the symmetry group SU (2) of special unitary 
transformations of which a complex doublet is the simplest representation. 
The physical predictions corresponding to a chosen symmetry can be systematically 
derived using quantum field theory[G]. The fields. such as V' and A1., are elevated to 
operators which act in the vector space of all possible physical states creating and 
annihilating their corresponding particles. Interaction probabilities a.re then computed 
by evaluating a perturbation series in [;,, 1 • the interaction terms in the Lagrangian. It 
is then possible to identify a. correspondence between certain factors in the probability 
amplitudes and the various terms in the Lagrangian. Once this connection is identified, 
predictions of physical quantities can be made simply by following a set of rnles called 
Feynman rules [7]. 
,5 
In the following section the structure of a Ya.ng-1\!Iills gauge theory is formally 
introduced. A Yang-Mills gauge theory is the most genera.I gauge theory describing the 
interaction of fermions with gauge fields. The results presented will be applied to the 
electroweak theory in section 1.3. 
1.2.2 Yang-Mills gauge theory 
The Lagrangian, £(1/;, 0µ7/J), describing the free propagation of a fermion field, 1/;, is 
given by 
'ljJ is in genera.I a. column vector including the fields of a.II fermions in the theory. A 
Yang-Mills gauge transformation of If; is a D-dimensional continuous transformation, 
ii' -+ U w·1 ) v (A = L 2, ... , D) , 
. '°' "T" e'[f /.._,AH· . I;' 
where TA are the generators of a symmetr>' group of transformations which act on 
the fermion field, 'lj;. The structure of the group is summarised by the commutation 
relations 
where the structure constants, CABC, depend on the group. If the para.meters ()A 
depend arbitrarily on the space-time coordinates, ()A = ()A ( xµ), then the Lagrangian, 
£(1/;, 8µ1/;), is in general not invariant under the transformations U(()A(xµ)). Such gauge 
transformations are described as being loco/ gauge transformations. 
However, by introducing a set of gauge fields, \,:;4, (in one-to-one correspondence 
with the generators of the group) with the transformation law 
I:TA\1~A-+ u(I,: TA\ 1~;4 )u- 1 - (1/ig)(aµu)u- 1 
A A 
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and by modifying the space-time dependence of the fermion field, 
OµV' -t D,,'lj,· = (8,, + ig L:rAv:;)iP' 
A 
gauge invariance of the Lagrangian can be achieved. This procedure introduces 
a mechanism whereby certain components of ~' can mix. That mechanism is the 
interaction of the fermions with massless spin 1 gauge particles with coupling g. 
The complete Yang-Mills Lagrangian can be written in the form 
Lnr = -~ L F:,FA 11V + £(11'. D 1,-1h), 
A 
where F:v is the gauge invariant a.ntis~'mmetric tensor describing the kinetic energy 
and self-interaction of the gauge fields l'~;-1 : 
F A f) l'--\ ') l'A (' lrB1rC /IV= 11 1.v - Uvl'I' - [} ·ABC 1'11 1'v • 
In a U(l) gauge theory, such as QED, there is just one genera.tor and the structure 
constants a.re trivially zero. Consequent!~'. the antisymmetric tensor does not possess 
terms quadratic in the gauge fields. As a result, the gauge field .41' of QED does not 
interact with itself; there is no photon-photon coupling. In more general non-Abelian 
theories, the genera.tors of the symrnetr~' group do not commute and quadratic terms 
are present, allowing the gauge fields to interact with each other. This is the case in 
the Standard Model of electroweak intPractions discussed in section 1.3. 
Many of the properties of the strong force can be explained using an SU(3) Yang-
Mills gauge theory ca.lied Quantum Chrornod~rnamics, or QCD in analogy to QED. 
Section 1.2.3 below gives a brief description of QCD. 
1.2.3 Quantum chromodynamics 
Many of the high energy phenomena involving quarks and gluons can be described 
using an SU(3) local gauge theory called Quantum Chromodynamics. In this theory a 
-
I 
quark is represented by a 3-component field where each component is labelled with 
one of three 'colour' charges, red, blue or green. The symmetry group SU(3) of 
unitary transformations of these fields is generated by eight hermitian 3x3 matrices 
).A (A = 1, ... , 8). Consequently, when local gauge invariance is imposed on the free 
quark Lagrangian, eight massless gauge bosons a.re introduced. These gauge bosons are 
precisely the gluons mentioned above. 
Due to the non-abelia.n nature of SU(3), the QCD Lagrangian contains gluon self-
interaction terms whose presence has dramatic implications for the nature of the strong 
force. Because the gluons themselves carry coiour, they contribute to the polarisation 
of the vacuum causing the quark-gluon coupling, a,, to decrease as the energy of the 
process under study increases. As a result, at very high energies, or equivalently very 
short distances, the quarks within hadrons behave as free particles. This phenomenon 
is referred to as 'asymptotic freedom' and is crucial for the perturbative calculation 
of high energy QCD processes. The large coupling involved in lower energy processes, 
such as quark hadronisation, excludes the use of perturbation theory, and at present 
semi-empirical models have to be used [8] [9]. 
1.3 The Standard Model of electroweak interactions 
1.3.1 The symmetry group of the Standard Model : SU(2)LxU(l) 
The basic Standard Model Lagrangian of Clashow, Weinberg and Salam can be written 
as I 
r - 1 ~ pA pA !IV 1 B Bl"' -;- : l'D ol ol • . l'D "'' J..-SM - -- L._, I"' - - 1w + 1/'L1/' µ'f'L + '//Rl/ µ'//R 
4 A=l 4 
(1.2) 
1 Only the symmetric part of the S.I\I. Lagrangian. which involves massless gauge bosons and 
fermions, is shown here. In the next section the Higgs mechanism is described, whereby the symmetry 
is spontaneously broken giving mas~ to the boson~ and fermions. 
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This is the Yang-Mills Lagrangian for the symmetry group SU(2) xU(l). That is, CsM 
is invariant in form under SU(2) and U(l) transformations simultaneously. Bµ,, and 
F:,, are the antisymmetric tensors constructed from the gauge fields Bµ of U ( l) and 
w;; (A= 1, 2, 3) of SU(2) respectively. 
The L and R subscripts on the fermion field, 1/;, indicate its left and right-handed 
projections respectively. It is observed in nature that the gauge fields, l¥;;, associated 
with the SU(2) symmetry of the Standard Model couple only to a particular projection, 
1/JL, of the fermion spinor fields 2 : 
This component is called the left-handed component. Consequently, the left-handed 
fermions are grouped into SU(2) doublets but the orthogonal right-handed components 
remain as singlet fields. The gauge field .B1,. of U ( l) couples equally to left and right-
handed fermions. 
The modified fermion derivativt's. DJlt'. are given by 
D 1,-¢L.R = [01, + ig t Ttn 1r;;1 + ig' ~ YL.RBµ] ·!/JL.R , 
A-1 
(1.3) 
where Tf,R(A = 1,2,3) and ~YL.R are the Sll(2) and U(l) generators and g and g' are 
their respective fermion-gauge couplings. T = (T 1 , T 2 • T 3 ) and Y are called the weak 
isospin and weak hyperchargc respectivc'1,v and are related to the charge operator, Q, 
which generates the U(l) transforrnations of QED, by 
(1.4) 
The physical fields, A1,, Z1, and lF1~, are linear combinations of the gauge fields, Bµ 
and w;;, in terms of which the SU(2)xl'(l) s:vmmetry is apparent: 
(1.5) 
2 15 is one of the five Dirac 1-matrice~. See for example [.SJ 
-sinBw Bµ + cosBw H11~ , (1.6) 
cwi ± iw;);h. (1.7) 
Ow is the weak mixing angle, or Weinberg angle. Using expression (1.4) for the charge 
operator Q, Ow can be expressed in terms of the SU(2) and U(l) couplings g and g': 
giving 
gsinBw = g' cosBw = e , 
. g' 
tanHw = - . 
g 
(1.8) 
The theory, as it stands, describes the interaction of massless gauge bosons with 
massless fermions. However, experiment excludes this scenario. For example, the mass 
of the zo boson has been measured at LEP to be 91.187 ± 0.007 Ge\! /c2 (10]. If mass 
terms, such as M 2 l¥µ H'µ, a.re introduced into the Lagrangian on their own, the local 
gauge symmetry is broken, the theory becomes unrenorma.lisa.ble and loses its predictive 
power. A mechanism is required whereby gauge boson mass terms can be introduced 
into the Lagrangian without viola.ting gauge in variance. One such mechanism, called 
the Higgs mechanism, is described in tlw next section. 
1.3.2 The Higgs mechanism 
In the minimal Standard Model the Higgs mechanism involves the introduction of four 
scalar (spin 0) fields, </>;(x1'), arranged as a complex SU(2) doublet : 
( 
0+(.T 11 ) ) 
<t>(:rl') = 
Oo ( .r'') 
0+ = (¢1 + i</>2)//2 
Oo = (dJ3 + ·i<f>4)//2 
with weak hypercharge Y = 1. The free propagation of this field <P is described by the 
Lagrangian 
I' _ ( ,:_) ' ) t ( •'.)/I . ) 2 .d ' \ ( ,/, t ,/,) 2 
'-'Higgs - U11<P (; 0 - JI <p q> - A 'f' 'f' 
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with A > 0 and µ 2 < 0. 
Just as for a fermion doublet the imposition of SU(2)xU(l) local gauge invariance 
requires the introduction of four gauge fields and the modification of the Lagrangian 
LHigg3 = 1(8µ + ig t rt,Rw,~ + ig'~YL.RBµ)<Pl 2 - µ 2¢t <P- ..\(<Pt ¢) 2 • 
A=l 
By a suitable SU(2) gauge transformation <P can be written m terms of just one 
scalar field, h : 
1 ( q>( ;z·I') = /.) 
v ... 
with ground state, or vacuum expectation value. 
1 ( 0 ) 
c/Jo = J2 l' (1.9) 
By choosing a particular ground state the Lagrangian takes a form in which the 
symmetry is 'hidden' and tenns identifiable as gauge boson mass terms appear. 
Inserting (1.9) into the above Lagrangian and interpreting the resulting expression 








l J' ') 2 /' g! + g'- . 
The quantum numbers of the Higgs field (Y = l, T = t) were constructed with the 
requirement that the photon be massless, so the result Af A = 0 is just a consistency 




where equation (1.8) has been used in the last step, is a prediction of the Standard 
Model. The generation of the gauge boson masses in this way is called 'spontaneous 
symmetry breaking'. 
The same Higgs doublet has exactly the required quantum numbers to give mass to 
the fermion matter fields also. For example, to generate the electron mass the following 
SU (2) x U (1) gauge invariant term is introduced 
By spontaneously breaking the gauge symmetry and substituting (1.9) for </>, the 
electron mass is revealed : 
G1et' 
rne = l?i . 
v2 
Note however that Ge is arbitrar.v, so the actual mass of the electron is not predicted. 
The masses of the quarks are geMrated i11 a similar way. 
To summarise, the complete Standard electroweak Lagrangian can be written as 
£= 
3 ~ "'"' Vl' A H' A JIV - ~ B Bl"' 4 L..t JIV .J /II/ 
A=l 
a 
+ ;J;L,R/µ(81, + ig L T[111IYl;1 + ig'~}£.RB11)V1L,R 
A=l 
+ j(81, + ig t Ti:t.ull:,;1 + ig'~YL.RB1,)<t>j' - p'<f>T</>- >.(<f>T</>)2 
A=l 
(G1·1bL¢~7R + G2/i.'1.C~ct'R + h.c.) (1.10) 
The Standard Model Lagrangian involves a certain number of free para.meters which 
are not fixed by the theory, such as the fermion masses, the gauge couplings and the 
Higgs field vacuum expectation value. Thes(' parameters, or appropriate combinations, 
can be measured using Standard ~lode! calculations of physical observables such as 
interaction cross-section and lifetimes. Once the physical input is defined the values of 
other observables can be predicted allowing the internal gauge structure of the theory to 
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be tested. In the following section the prediction for the forward-backward asymmetry 
in the process e+ e- --+ f J is presented and its use as a test of the Standard Model is 
discussed. 
1.3.3 The forward-backward asymmetry, A~ 
The fermion couplings to the physical gauge fields can be derived directly from the 
Lagrangian (1.10) using the relations (1.5)-(1.7). For example, the A1, and Zµ couplings 
are given by [11] 
Alternatively the zo coupling can be written as 
T/ _ _ .. ,-:.A [t· ri A, ] 7;1.z1• 
'tt1 1.i'zo - Ci.;. /Jc f - .f /:} :·' ' 
where v1 and a1 are the vector and axial-vector Z
0
-fermion couplings : 
I{ (l_r = -.-.----
2s1nBwcosBw 
Together with the photon propagator. 
and the zo boson propagator, 
-ig''v + ~· 1'/,-'' /Mz 
k2 - J\[2 
these form a set of Feynman rules allowing the calculation of interaction cross-sections 
and lifetimes involving neutral current processes. 




Figure 1.1: Schematic diagmm of the pmcess e+ e- --t f J and the two lowest order 
contributing diagrams. 
In lowest order the prediction for the differential cross-section for the process 
e+e- --t f J is given by (p1 = m}/.'='): 
(1.11) 
where 
and xo(s) is the zo propagator. fJ is the polar angle between the incoming electron, e-, 
and the outgoing fermion, /. as sho\\'n in figure 1.1. The two lowest order diagrams 
1-l 
which contribute to the differential cross section, daf / dfl, a.re also shown in figure 1.1. 
On the zo resonance ( s = Mi) the contribution to cfal /dfl from / exchange and 1- zo 
interference is small compared to that from zo exchange. 
Due to the chiral nature of the Standard Model 3 and the correspondence between 
handedness and helicity at relativistic energies, the differential cross-section is not 
forward-backward symmetric. The asymmetry, A~, is defined as 
(1.12) 
where 
. {1 daf a~= 21T Jo dfl d(cosB), r . Jo daf a3 = 21T _
1 
dfl d(cosB). (1.13) 
For light fermions (m1/Mz ~ 1), and neglecting/ exchange terms4, the lowest order 
on-resonance asymmetry can be written as 
(1.14) 
where 
2( 1 - 4jQ .r lsin 2Bw) (1.15). 
The quantity A1 is shown in figure 1.2 as a function of sin2 Bw for up and down type 
quarks and for the electron. Due simply to thP magnitude of its charge Ad (d = d, s, b) 
is large and relatively insensitive to .-;in'"B11 • ,,·ltereas Ae is very sensitive to sin2Bw. 
Therefore, in lowest order. the on-rPsonancP asymmetry is determined completely by 
sin2Bw as given by equations (1.l·!) and (1.lG). However, when higher order corrections 
3 A chiral theory is one in which the gauge field" couple differently left and right-handed fermions. 
4 If the finite mass of the fermions is taken into account. A~~ changes by an amount far less than 
the precision of present experimental measurement"· e\'en for the l>-quark. Also, ; exchange effects are 
negligible on the Z 0 resonance. Ne,·ertheless. both effen,- are taken into account. in the interpretation 








0.2 0.21 0.22 0.23 0.24 0.25 0.26 
. 21' sin w 
Figure 1.2: The quantity Af for q11(11'ks and leptons as a function of sin2Bw. 
are included these equations and the relations between the para.meters of the Standard 
Model are modified. A1s is then dependent on a.II the para.meters, in particular on the 
unknown parameters NIH and m,. The higher order corrections can be divided into the 
following two classes : 
• QED corrections; Here one of the form ions can radiate a real or virtual photon. 
These corrections are independent oft he gauge structure of the Standard Model 
and require only the global parameters Afz. f z, v.r a1 ; 
• Weak corrections ; These include all non-QED electroweak corrections, such 
as loop corrections to the zo and ; propagators, I - zo interference and vertex 
and box corrections and a.re dependent on the structure of the Standard Model. 
In the case of hadronic final states, QCD corrections due to gluon radiation must also 
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be considered. The corrections have a similar structure to those of QED and can be 
calculated using perturbative QCD. 
In the calculation of higher order contributions, infinite divergencies appear. These 
can be removed by replacing the 'bare' parameters in the Lagrangian by 'renormalised' 
parameters into which the infinities are absorbed. The legality of this renormalisation 
procedure can be traced to the fact that the Standard Model is a Yang-Mills theory, 
i.e. it is a theory with a local gauge invariance. 
A common choice of input parameters, known as the 'on-shell' scheme, is5 
o:, G,,, 1\f z, Af 11, m1 . 
The advantages of this choice is that all the parameters have a clear physical 
meaning, can be measured directly and. apart from .~1ln and mt a.re experimentally 
known. 
Within the on-shell scheme the weak corrections have a structure that allow their 
absorption into a redefinition of the neutral current coupling constants, v1 and a1 , or 
equivalently a redefinition of sin20w. It is this effective weak mixing angle, sin20';?1 , 
that determines the asymmetries at the Z 0 peak. Chapters 3 to 7 of this thesis describe 
a measurement of the charge asymmetry (QFB) in bb decays of the zo boson. (Qp8 ) 
is sensitive to the underlying bb forward-backward asymmetry A~8 . The experimental 
apparatus is described in chapter 2 below. 
5 Gµ is often replaced by the JV± boson mas:< .. i/11·. which is related to Gµ via the precise knowledge 




In this chapter the experimental apparatus is described. Section 2.1 briefly describes 
the LEP collider and in section 2.2 an overview of the ALEPH experiment is given. 
2.1 The LEP collider 
CERN's large electron-positron collider. LEP. \Yas built to allow precision tests of the 
Standard Model of particle physics through a high statistics study of the properties of 
the z0 boson. LEP is a 27 km circular storage ring constructed inside a tunnel at an 
average depth of 100 m at the foot of the .Jura mountains near Geneva (figure 2.1). 
Electrons and positrons are accelerated in four or eight bunches in opposite directions 
using 128 conventional radio-frequency (RF) cavities. These bunches are steered around 
the ring using 3368 dipole bending magnf'ts and are made to collide at the centre of 
4 large particle detectors situated in caverns around the collider. The dimensions of 
the beam are 'squeezed' using 816 quadrnpole and 50.J: sextupole magnets. Beam spot 
dimensions of ,...., 250 ftm horizontally and ,....., 15 Jtm vertically are achievable, giving 
a peak luminosity of,...., 1.1 x 1031 cm-'.!s- 1 • The maximum energy achievable is 60 
Gev /beam although the machine is presently run close to the zo resonance at 45.6 
GeV /beam. 
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Figure 2.1: The LEP collider. 
In LEP phase 2, scheduled to begin early in 1996, the addition of 192 superconduct-
ing radio-frequency cavities will enable beam energies of up to 90 GeV to be reached. 
This will allow the experiments to measure the H' mass and couplings via VJ!+w-
production, and to search for new particles and phenomena. 
2.2 The ALEPH detector 
ALEPH [12), shown in figure 2.2, is one of the four large particle detectors situated 
around the LEP collider. Its role is to determine, as accurately as possible, the 
nature, direction and energy of each particle created in a collision of a positron and an 
electron. The number of particles created varies with each collision, but is around 40 
on average. ALEPH is made up of independent modular subdetectors, arranged as a 
central cylindrical 'barrel' section closed by two 'endcaps', and covering almost 4rr solid 
angle. The dimensions of the detector a.re approximately 12xl2xl2 m and its weight 
is about 3000 tons. 
Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram of thE ALEPH particle detector ; (a) silicon vertex 
detector (VDET}, (b) inner tracking chambu (ITC'), (c) time projection chamber 
(TPC), (d) electromagnetic calorimetu (ECAL), (e) superconducting solenoid, (J) 
hadronic calorimeter (HCAL) and (g) the muon chambers (MUON). 
Nearest to the beam is a silicon strip micro vertex detector (VDET) used to tag the 
presence of heavy flavour hadrons through precision tracking of their decay products. 
Surrounding this is a cylindrical multiwire drift chamber, the inner tracking chamber 
(ITC), which provides track coordinates in r and ¢and is used for triggering. Outside 
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the ITC is the primary tracking device of ALEPH. a large time projection chamber 
(TPC) providing 3-dimensional track coordinates. A finely segmented electromagnetic 
sampling calorimeter (ECAL) consisting of alternate layers of lead sheets and propor-
tional tubes, lies outside the TPC. All of these subdetectors are enclosed within a 
superconducting coil which provides a uniform 1..5 Tesla magnetic field used for charge 
and momentum measurement. The flux is returned in a large iron structure that 
both supports the experiment and is a fully instrumented hadron calorimeter (HCAL). 
Limited streamer tubes fill hollow slots in the (HCAL) and produce a digital pattern, as 
well as an analogue signal from projective towers for energy measurement. Finally, 92% 
of the solid angle is ·surrounded by muon chambers which measure two 3-dimensional 
coordinate for each penetrating charged particle. The luminosity is measured using 
three separate luminosty calorimeters (LCAL, SICAL and BCAL) covering progressively 
smaller angles. 
2.2.1 '!racking 
The silicon strip vertex detector 
The primary motivation for the construction of silicon strip micro vertex detectors at 
LEP was the potential to tag the presence of heavy flavour (charm and beauty) hadrons 
through their lifetime. The ALEPH silico11 vertex detector (VDET) [13] is shown in 
figure 2.3. Two layers of silicon strip detectors are arranged in two concentric barrels 
around the beampipe with average radii G.5 cn1 and 10.7 cm and length 20.0 cm. The 
solid angle coverage with active detector is 87% and 75% for the inner and outer layers 
respectively. 
The silicon strip detectors have readout strips on both sides. The strips on one side 
are parallel to the beam direction and measure the azimuthal angle</> and the strips on 
the other side are perpendicular to the beam and measure the z coordinate. With the 
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Figure 2.3: Schematic diagram of the VDET silicon vertex detector. 
radius r given by the mechanical holding frame. the position of a. single particle hit is 
determined in cylindrical coordinates (r, o, z). 
The readout of the detectors in both the o and z side is performed with custom 
designed VLSI CMOS amplifier chips, the CAMEX 64. The total number of analogue 
readout channels is 73 728. 
At normal incidence a particle traverses on average an amount of material equivalent 
to ,...., 4.1% of a radiation length. The point resolution of tracks at perpendicular 
incidence is found to be 12 /tm in r - d> and 10 pm in z. The addition of two 
very high precision VDET points onto the helix of a given charged track, measured 
using the ITC and/or the TPC, improves the momentum resolution by ,......, 25% from 
D.p/p = 8.8 x 10-4 • p to D.p/p = <Hi x io- 4 . p. 
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The inner tracking chamber 
The inner tracking chamber (ITC), is a conventional drift chamber 2 metres long and 
positioned outside the VDET. It contains 960 sense wires strung between two aluminium 
endplates, each sense wire being surrounded by field wires in a hexagonal cell. The cells 
are organised into eight concentric layers ; the four inner layers having 96 cells and the 
four outer, 144 cells. By measuring the drift time the r - </> coordina.te is measured 
with a precision of about 100 1im. The z-coordinate is measured using charge division 
with a precision of 30 mm. 
As well as providing precise r - </> track coordinates the ITC, due to its fast response 
time, is used to provide tracking information to the level 1 trigger. 
The time projection chamber 
The time projection chamber (TPC) [l~l). shown in figure 2.4, provides most of the 
charged track information in ALEPH. It has an inner radius of 0.3 m and an outer 
radius of 1.8 m, and is 4.7 m long. It provides up to 21 3-dimensional space points per 
track and samples their ionisation energy loss ( ,~f) up to 340 times. 
Each end of the TPC is almost at ground potential and at the centre there is a 
membrane of graphite coated mylar at -26 k\'. Together with the inner and outer field 
cages these create a uniform field at a pproxi rn ately 11.5 V /cm. Ionization electrons 
drift from their production point to segmented proportional chambers on each end of 
the TPC, where gas multiplication takes place. The magnetic field limits diffusion in 
the r - </> plane. Cathode readout in the proportional chambers is via 21 concentric 
pad rows, each pad being 6.2 mn1 long in the azimuthal direction and 30 mm in the 
radial direction. The accurate position measurement of 180 µm at 0° in r - </>is derived 
from the sharing of induced charge bet\\'een a number of neighbouring cathode pads. 
The z coordinate is derived from measurements of the drift time with a resolution of 
about 1 mm. The momentum resolution of the TPC alone is 6.p/p = 1.2 x io-3 ·pat 45 
WIRE OR18ERS 
INNER FIELD CAGE 
Figure 2.4: The time projection chamber TPC. 
GeV /c. The sense wires of the proportional chambers are used for ~~ measurements, 
giving a resolution of 4.5% for Bhabha electrons. This information is used to separate 
charged e, µ, [{ and p. 
Superconducting Solenoid 
The ALEPH magnet is a liquid helium-cooled superconducting solenoid, creating a 1.5 
Tesla magnetic field in the z direction at a current of .5000 A. The coil consists of a main 
winding 5.3 m in diameter and 6.:35 m long and has a total weight (coil and cryostat) 
of 55 tons. The wire used is a niobium-titanium alloy and is operated at 4.3 Kelvin, at 
which temperature it is superconducting. The field occupies a volume of 123 m3 and 
its z component is uniform to within 0.2 %. The radial and azimuthal components are 
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less than 0.4 and 0.04 % of the z component respectively. 
2.2.2 Calorimetry 
The electromagnetic calorimeter 
The electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL), is a sampling calorimeter and lies inside the 
superconducting coil to minimise the amount of material in front of it. It is built in 36 
modules, 12 in the barrel and 12 in each endcap. Each module contains 45 layers of 
lead and proportional wire chambers. Cathode pads in each layer of the wire chambers 
are connected to form towers pointing towards the interaction point. Each tower is 
read out in 'storeys' of 4, 9 and 9 radiation lengths and has a solid angle coverage of 
"' 0.9° x 0.9°. The granularity of the pads allows the centroid of each shower to be 
located with angular resolution a.p = a8 /sinB = 0.:32 + 2.7 / JE(GeV) mrad, and the 
longitudinal development of the showers can be observed on the 45 wire layers providing 
good electron and photon id. The energy resolution of the ECAL is parameterised as 
a/E = 0.01+0.18/JE(GeV). 
The hadron calorimeter 
The hadron calorimeter (HCAL) consists of 2:3 layers of iron each 50 mm thick with 
limited streamer tubes between each layer. Pads running perpendicular to the streamer 
tubes are connected in towers of solid angle ,....., :3.7° x 3.7° pointing to the interaction 
point. On the other side of the tubes are aluminium strips running the whole length of 
each tube, their digital readout providing a :2-climensional view of the shower profile. 
The energy resolution of the HCAL is a/ E = 0.84/ JE(GeV). The signals from the 
streamer tubes a.re used by the level 2 trigger to measure the energy deposition as a 
function of depth. 
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The muon chambers 
Outside the HCAL are two layers of limited streamer tubes which comprise the muon 
chambers. The detector elements a.re similar to those of the HCAL with the difference 
that they are instrumented with orthogonal strips running parallel and perpendicular 
to the streamer tubes rather than connecting pads together in towers of solid angle. 
Combined with knowledge of their position the muon chambers measure one or two 3-
dimensional space points for ea.ch track penetrating the HCAL. Together with the HCAL 
the muon chambers are used to identify muons. For 95% efficiency misidentification of 
hadrons is ,...., 1 %. 
2.2.3 Trigger 
The philosophy of the ALEPH trigger is to record every e+ e- collision. The trigger 
consists of three levels, sensitive to single particles or single jets. The level 1 and 2 
triggers consist of specially built ha.rd ware that looks for signals in coarse segments of 
the HCAL, ECAL, LCAL, ITC and TPC. 
The level 1 trigger decides whether or not to initiate digitization of the event. The 
principal level 1 triggers in ALEPH are : 
• ECAL energy greater than 6.5 GeV in the barrel or 3.8 GeV in either endcap or 
greater than 1.6 GeV in both endcaps in coincidence ; 
• ECAL energy greater than 1.3 GeV in a module in the same azimuthal region as 
an ITC track ; 
• a particle penetrating HCAL in the same azimuthal region as an ITC track. 
A number of subsidiary triggers provide high redundancy and allow trigger efficiencies 
to be precisely determined. 
Level 2 serves only to verify a. level 1 trigger by replacing ITC tracking information. 
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with more accurate TPC information available :)011s after the beam crossing. A level 2 
'yes' initiates full readout of the detector. 
The level 3 trigger involves software analysis of the full detector readout and is used 
to reject background such as beam gas interactions and off-momentum particles hitting 
the vacuum chamber or collimators. Very loose criteria are applied to ensure that all 
physics events are saved for analysis. The efficiency of the trigger is 100 % for hadronic 
zo decays, "' 100 % for leptonic zo decays and 99.7 ± 0.2% for Bhabha events. 
2.2.4 Data acquisition 
ALEPH consists of hundreds of thousands of su bdetector elements each delivering 500 
Mbytes of raw data per second. A highly sophisticated data aquisition (DAQ) system 
is required to format and reduce the data to an acceptable level to be written on tape, 
minimize the dead time and synchronize the data from each event. 
Data reduction is achieved using the trigger s.vstem described in the previous section 
and by a process known as 'zero suppression' where only those channels which have 
signals above certain thresholds are read out. The DAQ has a modular structure to 
match that of the detector and has a tree-like heirarchy 'vi th no communication between 
elements on the same level. 
The task of each element at each leYel of the hierarchy is as follows : 
• Read out controllers (ROCs). Once triggered, the ROCs read out the sub-
detector specific 'front-end' electronics. apply calibration procedures if required 
and format the data. 
• Event builders (EBs) The EBs receive data from the ROCs and build a sub-
event at sub-detector level. 
• Main event builder (MEB). The T\IEB combines the sub-events from the 
various EBs and forms the complete event. 
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• The event processor (EP}. The EP (level ;3 trigger) performs data reduction 
on the complete event. 
• The host computer. The host computer stores the data on disk and provides 
facilities for on-line event display and detector performance monitoring. 
• Event reconstruction. The event reconstruction in ALEPH is done 'quasi-
online' in a dedicated facility which outputs the reconstructed events to tape 
which are then taken to the main CERN computer centre for storage and offiine 
analysis, 
The operating conditions of the subdetectors such as voltages, temperatures, power 
supplies, gas control etc. are controlled using a 'Slow Control' system. The system 
detects any faults from the subdetectors and the associated electronics during data 
taking. This information is then recorded \\·ith the rest of the event information. 
2.3 Monte Carlo shnulation 
All Monte Carlo simulated data referred to in this thesis were produced using the 
HVFL03 physics generator. HVFL03 is based on JETSET 7. 3 [8] with the modification 
that e+ e- --7 qq events are generated using DYMU3 [16), which includes an improved 
treatment of initial state radiation. Final state gluon and photon radiation is simulated 
in JETSET 7. 3. Also the simulation of certain inclusive and exclusive charmed and 
beauty hadron decays are modified to reflect recent experimental observation. 
Detector simulation is performed in the GEANT [17] framework. 'Hits' are produced. 
in tracks in the tracking detectors and are smeared by the appropriate resolution and 
used to produce 'raw data' containing the same information as real events. Showers in 
calorimeters are developed using GEANT tables and algorithms, but electron and positron 
showers are parameterized using pararneterisations established from test beam data. 
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Chapter 3 
The forward-backward charge 
asymmetry 
The following chapters describe a measurement of the forward-backward charge asym-
metry, (QFB), in bb decays of the Z 0 boson. (QFB) is sensitive to the underlying bb 
forward-backward asymmetry, Ajf 8. \\.'hen intNpreted in terms of the Standard Model, 
Ajf B can be used to estimate the effective electroweak mixing angle, sin2 0~?J, which is 
a prediction of the model once Afz, i\/H and m 1 are known. 
Section 3.1 introduces the forward-backward charge asymmetry, (QFB), and m 
section 3.2 the relationship between (Qrn) and AjfB is described. 
3.1 The forward-backward charge asynunetry, (QFB) 
Previous electroweak [18) and mixing [19) measurements have ma.de use of the quark 
charge retention properties of jets. As quarks are not observed directly, their charges 
have to be inferred from the resulting hadronic final state. This is achieved by using a 
weighted charge method originall.v proposed b.v Field and Feynman [20). This method 
is based on the premise that there is a high probability that the original quark is 
contained in one of the leading hadrons. 
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In each event the direction of the primary quark is estimated using the thrust axis, 
f, defined as the unit vector that maximises 
2=~1 It. zJ; I 
L:::1 IPi I 
where Pi is the momentum of track i and the summation is over all reconstructed 
charged and neutral tra.cks1 • The thrust vector, f, is chosen to point in the forward 











Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram sho!l'ing tin thrust a.ris and the forward and backward 
hemispheres. 
Each event is split into two hemispheres by a. plane perpendicular to the thrust axis. 
The hemisphere charge, Q F, of the forward hemisphere is defined as 
L:r ,,, >0 q; It. zY;I" 
QF = ,- -, ' Li ,,, >O t . ]J; K (3.1) 
1 The reconstruction of the four-momenta of all charged and neutral part.ides in an event is described 
in [21] 
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where qi and Pi are the charge a.nd momentum of track i and K is a. weighting parameter 
chosen to optimise the sensitivity of the measurement. Q8 is defined similarly for the 
backward hemisphere. 
The forward-backward charge asymmetry, (QF8), is defined as the mean forward-
backward hemisphere charge difference averaged over all events : 
(3.2) 
For a single quark flavour, f, (Q~) is non-zero clue to a.n underlying forward-backward 
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Figure 3.2: The forward-backward hemisphere charge difference distribution in Monte 
Carlo bb events for K = 0 .. 5. T/)(; mean is shifted from zero due to the underlying 
forward-backward asymmetry in the di reef ion of the final state b quark. 
asymmetry in the angular distribution oft he final state quark, A'{/~, the origin of which 
is described in chapter 1. Figure 3.2 shows the forwa.rd-backwa.rd charge difference 
:n 
distribution in Monte Carlo bb events for n, = 0.5. 
In reality the event sample consists of a mixture of u, d, s, c and b events and the 
measured (QF8) is the sum of the ftve (Q~~). each weighted with its corresponding 
sample purity, pl : 
(QFB) = L (Q~) pl (3.3) 
l=u,d,•,c,b 
In this analysis, bb events are tagged preferentially by identifying large impact parame-
ter charged tracks belonging to the decay products of long-lived b hadrons. A b purity, 
pb, of,...., 90% can be obtained, in which case the measured (QFB) is very sensitive to 
the bb asymmetry, A~8 . 
3.2 Relationship between (QFB) and A~3 
For a single quark flavour, f, (QF8 ) can be written as : 
.,-.r ((·).f ) + \rf (Q.r ) 
(Q .f.f) _ ' F < FB 1 F · FB FB - - • 
•\'.f + •\Tf 
• F · F 
where Nt is the number of events in which the quark, f, is produced in the forward 
hemisphere and (Q~8 ) is the mean forward-backward charge difference averaged over 
all such events, etc. Using the trivial relation. (Q~8 ) = -(Q~8 ), equation (3.2) can be 
written as 
or 
XJ - N} (Q~~) = [,.f ---
:YJ +NJ 
which defines the quark charge separation. [,f = (Q~,8 ). 
(3.4) 
Figure 3.3 shows the forward-backward charge difference distribution in Monte 
Carlo uu events where the u or It quark is produced in the forward hemisphere. 
The difference between the means of the distributions demonstrates that it is possible 
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to distinguish, at hadron level, between a u and a u quark going into the forward 
hemisphere. Similar distributions are obtained for the other quark flavours. 
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Figure 3.3: The u charge sepamtion 8" in .1/onte Carlo simulated data for Ii= 0.5. 
If the tagging efficiency of J J events is uniform over the whole cosO range, then· 
the number of events in which the quark is produced in the forward direction, N~, 
is proportional to the corresponding cross-section, a~, and the forward-backward 
asymmetry, A1n, can be vvritten as 
A r l iB = 
However, the event tagging efficiencies, ::f. are not uniform over the whole angular 
range, but fall towards zero near the edge of the VDET acceptance, as shown in figure 3.4 
using Monte Carlo simulated data. If the maximum cosB acceptance is c, the following 
:n 
b purity 873 
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Figure 3.4: Event tagging efficiencies :f in Monte Carlo simulated data. 
relation holds : 
Nt - Nt J; ~E.f(cosB)d(cosB) - f~c ~Ef(cosB)d(cosB) 
Nt + Nt - fc d;~ :f(cosB)d(cosB) 
The tagging efficiencies, :.f, are s:-rrnmetric functions, so the only term remaining of 
the numerator is that corresponding to the anti-symmetric cosB term in the differential 
cross-section (1.11). For the same reason this term disappears from the denominator. 
The coefficient of this term is proportional to the asymmetry, A'V~, and so the 
asymmetry drops out as a multiplicative factor : 
1vt - Nf - c·.r A'r 
f {- - - FB · 1\'· + !\'· 
· F • F 
(3.5) 
:3.t 
The flavour dependent acceptance factors, Cf. depend on the form of the differential 
cross section and tagging efficiencies. Inserting equation {3 .. 5) into equation (3.4) gives 
(Q1h) = f/ C1 A1h (3.6) 
Finally, equations (3.6) and (3.3) give, for the forward-backward charge asymmetry : 
(QFB) = :L 81 c1 A1h P1 (3.7) 
J=u,d,s ,c,b 
Equation (3.7) contains a.II the elements of the analysis and will be referred to in the 
following chapters. 
The forward-backward charge asymmetry. (QF8), is measured in the ha.dronic data 
sample collected in 1992 using different r; values and different cuts on the impact 
parameter tag. The values obtained a.re presented in chapter 6. The evaluation of 
the charge separations, Jf, are described in chapter .5. The 11, d, s and c background 
charge separations are determined using l\lonte Carlo simulation and the b separation 
is measured in data. Chapter 4 gives a description of the impact para.meter tag used 
to identify bb events. The evaluation of the purities, pl, and acceptance factors, Cf, 
are discussed there in detail. The most critical input to equation 3.7 are pb and Jb, 
both of which a.re determined using very little l\Ionte Carlo simulation. Consequently, 
the interpretation of the measurement is insensitive to theoretical uncertainties in 
the kinematics of b decays and in the fragmentation of heavy quarks. Finally, in 
chapter 7, (QFB) is interpreted in terms of the Standard Model and A~B and sin20w. 
are determined. 
Chapter 4 
Tagging zo --+ bb decays using 
track impact parameters 
For a precision measurement of .4~8 it is desirable that zo -t bb decays be identified 
with a high efficiency and purity. This chapter describes the method used in the. 
asymmetry measurement. Those results relevant to the measurement are presented. 
The b hadrons produced in zo decays are found primarily in bb events. By detecting 
signatures of these b hadrons, via their large lllass and long lifetime, it is possible to 
select bb events with good efficiency and little background. In this analysis, track impact 
parameters are used to tag b hadrons. The algorithm relies on the precision tracking 
afforded by the ALEPH double-sided silicon vertex detector (VDET) and is described 
in [22). Section 4.1 summarise the main stages of the algorithm. 
The asymmetry measurement requires an accurate determination of the quark 
tagging efficiencies. Section -1.2 describes an ALEPH measurement of the zo -t bb 
branching fraction, rb5 /r"0 d. using the impact parameter tag [23]. Within this analysis 
the uds and c efficiencies are determined using a combination of Monte Carlo simulation. 
and information within data. Their values are then used to estimate values for the b 
efficiency and rbl.i /rhad by measuring the relative rates of single and double tagged 
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events. The method is insensitive to Monte Carlo modelling of b quark production and 
of b hadron production and decay properties. 
Finally, section 4.3 describes a. study of the angular dependence of the tag, an 
accurate modelling of which is crucial for the asymmetry measurement. The flavour 
dependent acceptance factors introduced in chapter 3 a.re evaluated. 
4.1 The impact para111eter tag 
4.1.1 Track impact parameters 
The impact parameter, 8, of a. charged particle's trajectory is its distance of closest 
approach to the zo decay point. Figure -I.I shows a schematic diagram of ab hadron 
Z0 decoy point ""' ~ ,//// \ 8 hadron 
/ \ decoy point 
\ \ track impact 
\ parameter 6 
Figure 4.1: Schematir· dirtfflYtm of a b hadron decay 
decay, with the impact parameter of 011c of its decay products indicated. The b 
hadrons produced in z0 decays typicall.v travel 2-:3 mm, before decayii1g into about 
5 charged particles, including the decay products of secondary charmed hadrons. The 
masses of the final decay products a.re an order of magnitude less than those of the b 
hadrons themselves, resulting in highly energetic decays. Consequently, bb events are 
characterised by the presence of many charged tracks with significant impact parameters 
with respect to the zo decay point (or primary interaction point). Charmed hadrons 
have similar decay lengths to those of b hadrons, but are lighter and their decays 
have lower charged multiplicities (""' 2 or 3). In contrast, most of the tracks in 
zo -+ uu, dd, ss events originate from the primary interaction point. Therefore, by 
selecting events with many high impact parameter charged tracks, a high purity bb 






Figure 4.2: The reconstruction of tmck impact w1rameters. A is the primary interaction 
point. 
Using the precise 3D tracking for charged tracks afforded by the VDET, accurate 
estimates of the true impact parameters can lw made. They are measured using the 
following prescription (see figure 4.2). The tracks in an event are clustered into jets [24, 
25], the jet definition having been optimised to reproduce the directions of b hadrons 
within bb events. Each track helix is linearised at the point where it is closest to its 
associated jet. The impact pararneter. (5, of a charged track is then defined as the 
distance of closest approach of the corresponding linearised track to the reconstructed 
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primary interaction point (26]. and is signed according to 
-t ' 
sign((B-A) ·.1)6 (4.1) 
i.e. 8 is positive if the point of closest approach of the track helix to its jet lies in that 
half of the event defined by the jet direction. Due to the finite experimental resolution, 
a random sign is assigned to tracks which originate from the primary vertex. 
Using this algorithm, the measured resolution, ag, on the three dimensional impact 
parameter, 8, for tracks with at least one VDET hit and momentum above 3 GeV is 
about 50 µm. 
4.1.2 The tag variable 
This section describes the processing of the impact parameters producing a variable 
that can be used to tag Z 0 -t M1 events. 
Using the reconstructed primary interaction point and the b hadron flight directions, 
the impact parameters of all charged tracks in an event are evaluated. The statistical 
resolution on the impact parameter varies as a function of momentum, angle and 
the number of reconstructed coordinates within the vertex detector. These functional 
dependences can be removed by considering. not the measured impact parameter itself, 
but its estimated statistical significance. J;a,;. Figure 4.:3 shows the signed impact 
parameter significance distribution in ;\fonte Carlo simulated events. The distribution 
would be symmetric about zero if all tracks originated from the primary interaction 
point. The excess on the positive side is the lifetime signal, and is attributed to high 
impact parameter tracks from the decays of /J hadrons and, to a lesser extent, c hadrons. 
The negative half of the distribution is a mPasu re of the background under the lifetime 
signal. 
Figure 4.4.a shows the negative half of figure 4.:3 normalised to unity and the same 
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Figure 4.3: The signed impact parameter significance distribution in Monte Carlo 
hadronic events. 
standard Monte Carlo does not reproduce the distributions obtained in the data. To 
improve the agreement an exponential smearing is applied to random Monte Carlo 
tracks. After applying this correction a good agreement is obtained as shown in 
figure 4.4.b. 
The data distribution is fitted with the sum of a gaussian and two exponentials. 
This fit is a direct measurement of the experimental resolution of the impact parameter 
significance and is used to assign to a given positive impact parameter track, a 
probability Pi, that it originated from the primary interaction point. Given a track 
with impact parameter significance S/a,i. its probability, Pr, is defined as 
+oc, 
Pr(b/ag) = f_ R(x)dx, 110/o~I (4.2) 
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Figure 4.4: (a.) Negative impact parameter significance distribution in data and in 
standard Monte Carlo data. (8 = 6/crJ.) (b.) The ratio of the negative impact 
parameter distributions for standard and smea rEd Monte Carlo over data. 
where R is the fit to the negative impact pararneter significance distribution. That is, 
Pe(Jj<Jg) is the probability that a track originating from the primary vertex could be 
measured to have an impact parameter significance J / crJ or greater. 
Each b hadron decays to ,....., 5 charged particles, all of which can have large positive 
impact parameters. By combining the impact parameter information from all such 
tracks within an event, a tag variable can be constructed which can be used to 
distinguish bb events from those of lighter quarks. 
Each event is split into two hemispheres defined by the a.xis of the highest energy 
jet. In each hemisphere the track probabilities. Pr. of those tracks with positive impact 
parameters are combined to form a hemisphere probability, Ph. For a hemisphere 
containing N positive impact parameter tracks, P1i is the probability that N tracks 
all originating from the primary interaction point, could reproduce the observed set of 
track probabilities, or any other set equa.11.v likely or more unlikely. Figure 4.5 shows 
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Figure 4.5: The Ph distributions in data and Monte Carlo. 
the Ph distributions obtained in the 1992 data and in Monte Carlo simulated data. 
By accepting only those hemispheres with a P11 value below an arbitrary cut value, b 
hemispheres can be chosen preferential!~' 
4.1.3 Monte Carlo hemisphere and event tagging efficiencies 
Figure 4.6.a shows the hemisphere tagging efficiencies, c:~ (! = ud.c;, c, b), and the b 
hemisphere purity obtained using 1vlonte Carlo data for different cuts on Ph. The u, d 
and s hemispheres are grouped together because in Monte Carlo data they have almost 
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Figure 4.6: Monte Carlo (a) hemisphere and (b) event tagging efficiencies and their 
corresponding b purities as a function of the cut on the tag variable Ph. 
identical tagging efficiencies. 
An event can be tagged if at hast one of its hemispheres passes a chosen cut on 
Ph. The resulting event tagging efficiencies, ~J, are related to the hemisphere tagging 
efficiencies, €~, by 
(4.3) 
The cf are correction factors which take into account any correlations between the 
tagging probabilities in the two hemispheres. Their relation to the classically defined 
correlations is given in the next section. Figure ·LG shows the event tagging efficiencies, 
€!, and the corresponding b purities obtained using ~fonte Carlo data. 
4.2 Determination of the he111isphere tagging efficiencies 
This section describes the 'double-tag' method used to determine the b hemisphere 
tagging efficiency, cL and the zo --+ bb branching fraction, fbb /rhad. The method was 
developed for an ALEPH measurement of fbb /rhad. The values obtained for the uds, 
c and b hemisphere tagging efficiencies are used to calculate the corresponding event 
tagging efficiencies required for the as~'mmetry measurement. Section 4.2.1 describes 
the method and the results are presented in section 4.2.2. 
4.2.1 The 'Double Tag' method 
The b hemisphere tagging efficiency, ~%. and the zo --+ bb branching fraction, fbb /rhad, 
can be determined by measuring in the data the relative rates of hemispheres tagged 
and events where both hemispheres tag. 
For a particular cut on the hemisphere probability, Ph, the total fraction of 
hemispheres tagged, Fh, can be written as 
(4.4) 
where the trivial relation, f"lii + pid + f"" + ['Ci'+ f 1'b = r"ad has been used. Similarly, 
the fraction of events where both hemispheres are tagged is given by 
(4.5) 
where€~ are the double tag efficiencies. 
Because of correlations between the tagging probabilities of the two hemispheres, 
d =/= (c0 2 • The correlations have two main sources. Firstly, momentum conservation 
within an event induces a correlation between the total momentum in each hemisphere, 
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and since the hemisphere probabilities a.re inherently dependent on momentum, a 
correlation between the two probabilities is introduced. Secondly, the tracks in both 
hemispheres originate from the same point in space, the primary interaction point. 
Therefore, any error on the reconstructed primary vertex will introduce a correlation 
between the apparent lifetime in the two hemispheres, and hence on their tagging 
probabilities. Classically, the correlations, >J, a.re defined as 
f ( f )2 )/ _ cd - ch 
- f ( f · ., • 
:;, - 'Oj,)-
(4.6) 
and a.re related to the correlation corrections. c.f, of section 4.1.3 by 
(4.7) 
Only the b-hemisphere correlations need be evaluated, since the other correlations have 
a negligible effect on the final r1>li /rhad and :;i; values. 
Using equation (4.6) to substitute for :;fi i11 equation (4.5) the following expression 
for Fd is obtained : 
(4.8) 
Equations (4.4) and (4.8) can the11 be used to solve for rbb /I'""d and c~ : 
(F" _ I'"''/I'"""(:',·, _ c',,'d·') _ c:u,,ds)2 
rbb;rhad = -------------,-----"-------------(Pd - fc"/f"ad(c:f; - :J;"·'F - (:/;d"F - 2Fhc:'/.d' - Abfbb/f"a"(c-~ - (c-~)2)) 
(4.9) 
and 
(F _ rcc;rhad(r:C _ ,,.uds) _ j7 ,,.uds _ \brbbjrhad(ch _ (c-b)2)) b - d '-h _,, . ,,_,, /\ '-b '-h 
ch - (F - rcc;1~11ad(r:" - ,,.uds) - .cuds) h _,, -h _,, (4.10) 
These two equation a.re not a closed form but can be solved iteratively since Ab is small. 
4.2.2 Experimental Results 
Events are required to pass the standard ALEPH hadronic event selection discussed in 
detail in chapter 6. In addition, the two highest momentum jets in each event must 
have energies of more than 10 GeV, and must lie within the polar angle acceptance, 
lcosOI < 0.7. These cuts give an overall acceptance of"' 57% leaving a data sample 
of 398 000 hadronic events. It is important to note that this event selection is different 
from that used in the asymmetry analysis. This point is addressed below. 
The b-hemisphere correlations, ,.\b, are estimated using Monte Carlo simulation and 
are shown in table 4.1. The uds hemisphere tagging efficiency, EJ:d•, has two sources ; 
Ph< ,.\b Cb 
0.0100 -0.0217 ± 0.0032 0.9830 ± 0.0028 
o.oo.so -0.0227 ± 0.0039 0.9779 ± 0.0040 
0.0010 -0.0220 ± 0.0040 0.9663 ± 0.0063 
o.ooo.s -0.021:2 ± 0.00:35 0.9608 ± 0.006.S 
0.0001 -0.0201 ± 0.0027 0.9441 ± 0.0076 
Table 4.1: The b hemisphere probability corrr:lations, ,.\b, and the corrections, cb. 
Ph< ,...ttds cC = h ~h 
0.0100 0.0198 ± 0.0030 0.1299 ± 0.0064 
o.oo.so 0.0117 ± 0.00:21 0.0932 ± 0.00.54 
0.0010 0.0041 ± 0.001.s 0.041.S ± 0.0036 
0.000.S 0.0026 ± 0.0010 0.0289 ± 0.0030 
0.0001 0.0009 ± o.ooo.s 0.0118 ± 0.0018 
Table 4.2: The uds and c hemisphere tagging efficiencies. 
that due to real lifetime within nds events (eg. J{~ and hyperons), and that due to 
the finite impact parameter resolution. The latter is estimated using the negative 
impact parameter significance distribution of figure 4.4. The uds efficiency due to real 
lifetime and the c efficiency, c'f., are estimated using Monte Carlo simulation. The values 
obtained a.re shown in table 4.2. 
Using the hemisphere correlations of table 4.1, the background hemisphere tagging 
efficiencies shown in table 4.2, and rec /rhad constrained by the Standard Model, 
equations (4.9) and (4.10) are solved and the resulting solutions are presented in 
table 4.3. The errors shown are the total errors due to the uncertainty on each of 
Ph< ~b fbb ;rhad ch 
0.0100 0.5601 ± 0.0186 0.2192 ± 0.0073 
0.0050 0.5073 ± 0.01-12 0.2188 ± 0.0061 
0.0010 0.:3949 ± o.oos1 0.2174 ± 0.0044 
0.000.5 0.3506 ± 0.006:3 0.2188 ± 0.00:39 
0.0001 0.2645 ± 0.00·U 0.2187 ± 0.0034 
Table 4.3: The E~ and fbb /r"ad colur:s obtoinul by solving equations 4.9 and 4.JO. 
The event tagging efficiencies. c:f. are then calculated using equation (4.3) and a.re 
shown in table 4.4. Finally, the event tagging efficiencies a.re used to evaluate the quark 
purities, pi, according to : 
c:f r.rI 
pf = I:.r c;.r r.r.r · (4.11) 
Table 4.5 shows the purities obtained using the fbii /fhad values given 111 table 4.3 
and Standard Model values for the other branching fractions. In the electroweak 
interpretation of the measured forward-backward charge asymmetry the purities are 
calculated using equation (4.11) and rbh /r"ad is constrained to agree with its measured 
Ph< cud.• cC cb 
0.0100 0.0393 ± 0.00.58 0.2429 ± 0.0110 0.8118 ± 0.0167 
0.0050 0.0232 ± 0.0041 0.1777 ± 0.0098 0.76:30 ± 0.0143 
0.0010 0.0082 ± 0.0030 0.0813 ± 0.0068 0.6391 ± 0.0100 
0.0005 0.0051 ± 0.0020 0.0570 ± 0.0059 0.5831 ± 0.0084 
0.0001 0.0018 ± 0.0009 0.0235 ± 0.0036 0.4630 ± 0.0062 
Table 4.4: The quark event tagging e.fficicncies . .::! . These are calculated using equation 
( 4. 3). The c~ are taken f ram table 4 .1 and 4. 3 and the b hemisphere probability 
correlations, Ab, from table 4. 2. 
Ph< P" pd ps pc pb 
0.0100 2.70 ± 0.38 3.43 ± 0.48 :3.74 ± 0.52 17.07 ± 0.83 73.10 ± 1.47 
0.0050 1.79 ± 0.30 2.:n ± o.:rn :2.f)l ± 0.44 14.:3() ± 0.79 78.94 ± 1.28 
0.0010 0.80 ± 0.29 i.07 ± o.:3s I.:32 ± 0.47 8.81 ± 0.71 88.01 ± 1.25 
0.0005 0.56 ± 0.21 0.75 ± 0.28 0.92 ± 0.3.S 6.93 ± 0.68 90.84 ± 1.03 
0.0001 0.28 ± 0.14 0.33 ± 0.17 0..-11 ± 0.21 3.77 ± 0 . .57 9.5.21 ± 0.75 
Table 4.5: The sample purities. p.t, obtained using equation (4.10). 
value for each tag cut, shown in table -t.:3. In this way the correlations between the 
measured fbb /fhad and cb values are corrrectly taken into account. The u, d, s and c 
branching fractions are allowed to float \\·ithin their Standard Model limits. 
As mentioned above, the event. selection used to obtain the results in table 4.5 is 
different from that used in the asymmetry analysis (see chapter 6). It is important to 
check that the sample purities obtained are independent of the event selection used. 
Table 4.6 below shows the true purity values obtained when the impact parameter tag 
is used on Monte Carlo data. satisfying each of the event selections. It is clear that there 
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Ph< pu pd ps pc pb 
fbb analysis event selection 
0.0100 2.73 ± 0.03 3.49 ± 0.04 3.81 ± 0.04 17.71 ± 0.08 72.30 ± 0.16 
0.0050 1.85 ± 0.03 2.39 ± 0.03 2.68 ± 0.0.3 1.5.03 ± 0.08 78.08 ± 0.18 
0.0010 0.75 ± 0.02 1.02 ± 0.02 1.24 ± 0.03 9.36 ± 0.07 87.64 ± 0.22 
0.0005 0.54 ± 0.02 0.74 ± 0.02 0.90 ± 0.02 7.42 ± 0.07 90.41 ± 0.24 
0.0001 0.28 ± 0.02 0.3.5 ± 0.02 O.cl2 ± 0.02 4.1.5 ± 0.06 94.80 ± 0.28 
A~B rino!y.c;;i.« euent .<;election 
0.0100 2.72 ± 0.03 3.48 ± 0.03 :3. Ti± 0.03 16.88 ± 0.07 73.20 ± 0.15 
0.0050 1.85 ± 0.03 2.38 ± 0.0:3 2.6.5 ± 0.0:3 14.28 ± 0.07 78.87 ± 0.17 
0.0010 0.76 ± 0.02 1.02 ± 0.02 1.2:3 ± 0.03 8.89 ± 0.07 88.13 ± 0.21 
0.0005 0.54 ± 0.02 0.74 ± 0.02 0.89 ± 0.02 7.07 ± 0.06 90.77 ± 0.23 
0.0001 0.29 ± 0.02 0.36 ± 0.02 0.-12 ± 0.02 3.97 ± 0.06 94.97 ± 0.27 
Table 4.6: The sample purities obtoined U8ing the impact pammeter tag on Monte Carlo 
data samples satisfying the two different eccnl "'elections. 
are small but significant discrepancies in the c and, more importantly, the b purities. 
This effect is taken into account as an extra s.vstematic error. 
4.3 Angular dependence of the event tagging efficiencies 
In this section a study of the angular dependence of the impact parameter tag is 
described. Section 4.3.l describes tlw rnodelling of the angular dependence of the 
quark tagging efficiencies and in section cJ.:5.2 the resulting fits are used to calculate the 
flavour dependent acceptance factors introduced in chapter 3. 
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4.3.1 Modelling the angular dependence 
The maximum polar angle coverage of the inner and outer layers of VDET are 0.84 
and 0.69 respectively. As the event axis approaches the edge of the VDET acceptance 
some charged tracks will pass outside its angular coverage, causing the efficiency of the 
impact parameter tag to decrease. This effect is shown in figure 4.7 for data and Monte 
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Figure 4.7: Total event tagging e.fficiency, :total. in data and Monte Carlo where f) is 
the polar angle of the event a:i:is. The apprm:imate b purities corresponding to each of 
the cuts on Ph are, from top to bottom, /:3. 88 and 9.5%. 
overall normalisation of data and l\fonte Carlo is not critical for reasons described in 
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section 4.3.2. What is important is that the Monte Carlo accurately models the loss of 
efficiency close to the edge of VDET. 
b purity 873 
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Figure 4.8: Monte Carlo event tagging efficiencies, El, as a function of the thrust axis 
polar angle for a tag cut of Ph < 0.001 n·hich corresponds to a b purity of,...., 87%. 
The angular dependence of the b. c and uds tagging efficiencies are different due to 
the different distribution of lifetime within their jets, as shown in figure 4.8 (note the 
log scale). The lifetime in u. d and s Pve11ts is clue in part to the finite resolution of 
the track impact parameter measurements as discussed in chapter 4, and is distributed 
evenly throughout their jets. As a result their tagging efficiencies demonstrate a gradual 
decrease starting close to the centre of the detector. In cc events, owing to the small 
c quark mass (compared to that of the b quark), the c hadron decay products are 
located close to the event axis. This allows the cc event tagging efficiency to maintain 
a constant value out to cos(} = 0.5 at which point it drops dramatically as each event 
loses the 2 or 3 charged tracks possessing lifetime. In contrast the decay products of b 
hadrons in bb events are more plentifull ("" 5) and are spread more evenly around their 
jet axes. Consequently, the bb event tagging efficiency shows a slower decrease at the 
edge of the VDET acceptance. 
Each quark efficiency distribution is required for the asymmetry measurement and 
must be taken from Monte Carlo. However. with a b-purity of"" 90% any systematic 
errors arising from uncertainties in these distributions are dominated by that of the b 
efficiency. Furthermore, the good agreement between data and Monte Carlo in figure 4.7 
demonstrates the good Monte Carlo modelling of the angular dependence of the b-
efficiency since these distributions are dominated by that of the b efficiency. 
The separate b, c and uds Monte Carlo efficiency distributions are fitted with 3 
parameter functions of the form 
{ 
:J.f 
€1 ( cosO) = · 
,Bf+ pf (cosB - af) 2 
if cosB < al 
if cos(} > al . 
f3' is the value of the tagging efficiency in the centre of the detector, al is the cos(} 
value at which the finite acceptance effects begin and pf is the quadratic coefficient 
describing the fall in the efficiency at the edge of acceptance. The fits are superimposed 
in figure 4.8. 
4.3.2 The flavour dependent acceptance factors 
The above fits are used to calculate the flavour dependent a.cceptance constants, Ci, 
introduced in chapter 3 : 
(4.12) 
.)2 
where c is the maximum cosB acceptance, chosen to be 0.8 corresponding to the 
approximate maximum acceptance of VDET. The Cf depend on the form of the 
differential cross section. For computational ease they are calculated using the Born 
level cross-section. No observable difference is seen if the fully corrected cross section is 
used instead. It is important to note that the overall normalisation of the efficiencies, 
£f, cancels in the ratio. Only their angular dependence is important for the evaluation 
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Figure 4.9: The flavour dependent acccptanct. factors Cf evaluated using Monte Carlo 
events passing a tag cut of Ph < 0.001 which c01Tesponds to a b purity of 87%. 
Figure 4.9 shows the dependence of the Cf on the maximum cosB acceptance. The 
acceptance factors represent the fraction of the asymmetry 'seen' by the detector and 
are equal to 1.0 if the corresponding efficiency, El, is uniform over the whole angular 
range. cud& and cc do not increase beyond 0.8 because the efficiencies Cuda and EC are 
effectively zero in this region. The small increase in Cb achieved by going beyond 0.8 in 
cosO is outweighed by the lack of understanding of the performance of the lifetime-tag 
in that region. 
Ph< cu Cd c· cc Cb 
±stat± syst ±stat± syst ±stat± syst ±stat± syst ±stat± syst 
0.0100 0.815 0.818 0.813 0.811 0.848 
±0.004 ± 0.002 ±0.00:3 ± 0.002 ±0.003 ± 0.001 ±0.001 ± 0.001 ±0.001 ± O.Oli~ 
0.0050 0.801 0.806 0.804 0.800 0.841 
±0.005 ± 0.003 ±0.004 ± 0.00:3 ±0.005 ± 0.003 ±0.002 ± 0.002 ±0.001 ± 0.002 
0.0010 0.790 0.774 0.772 0.777 0.822 
±0.007 ± 0.002 ±0.00.5 ± 0.003 ±0.006 ± 0.003 ±0.003 ± 0.003 ±0.001 ± 0.003 
0.0005 0.784 0.762 0.76.S 0.767 0.814 
±0.015 ± 0.011 ±0.008 ± 0.004 ±0.008 ± 0.00.5 ±0.003 ± 0.003 ±0.001 ± 0.003 
0.0001 0.766 0.7:30 0.760 0.743 0.796 
±0.028 ± 0.018 ±0.014 ± 0.00.5 ±0.014 ± 0.006 ±0.006 ± 0.007 ±0.001 ± 0.003 
Table 4.7: The flavour dependent acceptance constants Cf. 
To calculate the Monte Carlo statistical error on ea.ch Cf the corresponding distri-
bution containing the number of fl events tagged as a. function of cosO is regenerated 
with multinomial fluctuations in the number of entries in ea.ch bin. The corresponding 
efficiency distribution is fitted and Cf re-calculated. This procedure is repeated many 
times and the resulting spread in Cf values is ta.ken as its statistical error. In this way 
the correlation between the para.meters of the fit a.re correctly ta.ken into account. 
A systematic error is assigned to each Cf to account for any difference between 
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the data and Monte Carlo total tagging efficiency distributions (figure 4.7). Both 
distributions are regenerated as for the statistical error evaluation. They are then fitted 
and their ratio (data/MC) at the centre of each cos() bin is applied as a correction to 
the original quark distribution, and Cf is re-calculated. This process is repeated many 
times and the resulting spread in Cf is added to any shift in its mean value from the 
Monte Carlo default value to form its systematic error. The acceptance factors and 
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Figure 4.10: The cc event tagging efficiency ~c as a function of the cosB, with the 
central region (cos()"' 0) modelled 1cith a cubir· dependence. The resulting decrease in 
the acceptance factor cc compared to a flat cos() dependence in the central region is less 
than 0.1%. 
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Near the centre of VDET there is a ring .. 50pm wide, for which there is no charged 
particle detection. The effect of this hole on the efficiencies is evident, if at all, only 
in the c efficiency, cc, as shown in figure 4.10 (linear scale). By modelling this region 
with a cubic cos(} dependence the acceptance factors were recalculated. The resulting 
decrease in cc is less than 0.1 %, so the effect can safely be ignored. 
4.4 Summary 
The impact parameter tag, used to select bb decays of the zo, has been described in 
detail. The event tagging efficiencies and purities have been measured and are presented 
in table 4.4. The angular dependence of the tag's performance was studied and the 
flavour dependent acceptance factor::;, defined in equation (4.12), were evaluated. These 
are shown in table 4.7. Both these quantities are required for the interpretation of the 
measured charge asymmetry, (QF8), in terms of the underlying bb forward-backward 
asymmetry, A~8 , according to equation (:3.1) of chapter 3. 
,5() 
Chapter 5 
Quark charge separations 
In this chapter the quark charge separations, 61, introduced in chapter 3, a.re evaluated. 
Section 5.1 describes the evaluation of the charge separations using Monte Carlo 
simulation and their systematic errors du<' to u11certainties in the fragmentation process 
are determined. In section .5.2 a measurement of the b charge separation is presented. 
The method used is insensitive to I\Ionte Carlo simulation of b quark production and b 
hadron production and deca.y. 
5.1 Monte Carlo quark charge separations 
This section describes the evaluation of the charge separations using Monte Carlo 
simulation. Monte Carlo events are selected using the standard ALEPH hadronic event 
selection discussed in chapter 6 and are required to have their thrust axis within the 
VDET polar angle acceptance, lcosBI < 0.8. This selection has an efficiency of about 
74%, leaving "-'240,000 u and c events and "':no.OOO d, sand b events. 
For the hemisphere charge calculatio11s cliarged tracks with momentum transverse 
to the incident beam direction less than 200 1\JeV /care not used (see chapter 6). 
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5.1.1 K dependence 
Figure 5.1 shows the forward-backward hemisphere charge difference distribution in uu 
events for four different K values (see equation 3.1). For small K, approximately equal 
20000 9000 K=0.3 K=1.0 
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Figure 5.1: The forward-backward hemisphere charge difference distribution in uu 
events for four different K values. 
emphasis is placed on ea.ch track in the hemisphere charge calculation. As K increases 
more emphasis is put on the leading tracks in the hemisphere, causing the mean charge 
separations to increase in magnitude, but their widths also increase. Figure 5.2 shows 
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the K, dependence of the charge separation significance, Sf, defined as 
(5.1) 
where a(8f) is the width of the charge separation distribution. It is clear that the most 
significant b charge separation, for instance, is obtained for K,,..,, 0.5. 
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Figure 5.2: The quark charge sepamtion significance Sf as a function of K. 
In figure 5.3 the K dependence of all five quark charge separations a.re shown. As 
one might expect the charge ~ quarks ( d, s, b) have similar charge separations and are 
smaller than that of the u quark (charge~). However the c charge separation is much 
smaller than that of the ·u and decreases with increasing K. This is because when a 
charged D* meson, containing one of the original c quarks, decays to a D meson and a 
soft pion, the pion carries the c quark charge with it. As a result the c quark charge has 
little influence on the hemisphere charge. especially for large K when only the highest 
momentum tracks contribute. 
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Figure 5.3: The "" dependence of the quart.: charge separations. The d, s and b charge 
separations are in fact negative, but for ea.<:y comparison of their magnitudes the absolute 
values are shown. 
5.1.2 Impact parameter tag cut dependence 
The impact parameter tag selects events with visible lifetime in the form of charged 
tracks with large impact parameters. The significance of the impact parameters are 
intrinsically dependent on momentum. Consequently, the tag introduces a bias in the 
charged multiplicity and mean momentum of tracks within hadronic events, preferring 
a large track multiplicity and a lower average momentum. This has the effect of 
decreasing the quark charge retention properties of event hemispheres and hence the 
quark charge separations. This effect is shown in figure 5.4 for the u, d, s and c charge 
separations. The effect is worse for the .<: and c separations since a large fraction of 
ss and cc events have visible lifetime and are therefore more likely to be affected by 
the bias introduced by the tag. Any visible lifetime within uft and d<l events is spread 
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Figure 5.4: The effect of the impact parameter tag on the quark charge separations. 
Ph < 1.0 is equivalent to NO tag. 
more evenly throughout the events since this lifetime is clue largely to the finite impact 
parameter resolution 
5.1.3 Fragmentation systematic errors 
The charge separations depend on the fragmentation parameters used in the Monte 
Carlo simulation. By varying the relevant parameters in JETSET 7. 3 within their 
experimental or theoretical limits s~·sternatic errors on the separations are determined. 
(j 1 
The fragmentation parameters and their ranges are shown in table 5.1. 
fragmentation Default lower upper 
Parameter value limit limit 
J\QCD 0.311 0.286 0.336 
]\;fmin 1.900 1.740 2.060 
(T 0.347 0.336 0.358 
Eb 0.006 0.0043 0.00.55 
V/ rv +pc' l .:> Ju,d 0.500 0.300 0.750 
.. V/(V +PS')_, 0.600 o .. 5oo 0.750 
V / (V + PS)c,b 0.750 0.434 0.630 
!_ o.:30o 0.270 0.330 
" 
,\d O.lG-1 0.118 0.180 
x .. 0.2:)0 0.250 0.499 
Baryon Fraction 0.100 0.080 0.120 
Popcorn Parameter o .. soo 0.000 2.000 
Table 5.1: The fragmentation pam111eters and their current ranges. 
In practice the systematic errors on the charge separations are evaluated as in the 
following example for the 11 charge separation and the parameter AQcD· Samples of 
uu events are generated with different values of AqcD. For computational expediency 
the simulation of detect.or effects is not included. The u separations are then evaluated 
within each event sample. Figure 5.5 sho\\'s the percentage cha11ge in 8" from its default 
value for each J\QcD value. The 111axin1u111 possible gradient consistent with the five 
points is estimated and used to make a conservative estimate of the percentage change 
in 8" due to the variation of J\QCD· The change is then sea.led to the u separation 
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Figure 5.5: AqcD dependence of tl1t 11 eharge separation 8u for K- = 1.0. 
The total theoretical systematic errors on the 81 are obtained by adding in 
quadrature the errors from the variation of ea.ch of the fragmentation para.meters and 
are shown in table 5.2 for 'll, d, s and c events passing a tag cut of Ph < 0.001. Also 
shown for comparison are the .Monte Carlo statistical errors. 
5.2 A measuren1ent of the b charge separation using the 
impact paran1eter tag 
The systematic error on the Monte Carlo predicted b charge separation Jb due to 
uncertainties in b quark fragmentation and b hadron production and decay properties is 
,..., 14%. For this reason and the fact that the a:-;ym metry measurement is very sensitive 
to any uncertainty in 8b, it is desirable that the b charge separation be measured in 
real data. This section describes a measurement of 8b in the 1992 data sample using 
of 
±(stat)± (syst) 
K, u d s c 
0.3 0.1985 0.1064 0.1236 0.1376 
± 0.0079 ± 0.0141 ± 0.0066 ± 0.0152 ± 0.0063 ± 0.0116 ± 0.0021 ± 0.0178 
0.4 0.2215 0.1158 0.1399 0.1345 
± 0.0087 ± 0.0157 ± 0.0071 ± 0.0166 ± 0.0067 ± 0.0131 ± 0.0023 ± 0.0175 
0.5 0.2448 0.12-54 0.1566 0.1303 
± 0.0096 ± 0.0173 ± 0.0078 ± 0.0179 ± 0.0074 ± 0.0147 ± 0.0025 ± 0.0169 
0.7 0.2901 0.1445 0.1897 0.1193 
± 0.0118 ± 0.0205 ± 0.0095 ± 0.0207 ± 0.0091 ± 0.0178 ± 0.0031 ± 0.0155 
0.9 0.3313 0.1G21 0.2199 0.1065 
± 0.0142 ± 0.023.5 ± 0.011.5 ± 0.02:~2 ± 0.0109 ± 0.0206 ± 0.0037 ± 0.0138 
1.0 0.3499 0.1700 0.2335 0.0999 
± 0.0153 ± 0.0248 ± 0.012.5 ± 0.02cl'.3 ± 0.0118 ± 0.0219 ± 0.0041 ± 0.0130 
1.2 0.3827 0.18·11 0.2.572 0.0872 
± 0.0174 ± 0.0271 ± 0.0144 ± 0.026:3 ± 0.013.5 ± 0.0241 ± 0.0047 ± 0.0113 
1.5 0.4215 0.2009 0.2850 0.0704 
± 0.0202 ± 0.0299 ± 0.0l69 ± 0.0287 ± 0.0157 ± 0.0267 ± 0.00.56 ± 0.0091 
2.0 0.4645 0.:2205 o.:3149 0.0498 
± 0.0237 ± 0.0329 ± 0.0202 ± o.o:n.5 ± 0.0186 ± 0.029.5 ± 0.0067 ± 0.0065 
00 0.5565 0.2G:rn 0.3793 0.0041 
± 0.0383 ± 0.0394 ± o.0344 ± o.o:n1 ± 0.0314 ± 0.0355 ± 0.0116 ± 0.0005 
Table 5.2: The u, d, s and c charge separations and their statistical and systematic 
errors in events passing a tag cut of ~' < ().001. 
the impact parameter tag [28) [29]. In the following subsection a brief outline of the 
method is given, section 5.2.2 presents the experimental results and in section 5.2.3 the 
b charge separation is determined. 
5.2.1 Principle of the measurement 
For each hadronic event the forward-backward hemisphere charge difference Qp8 and 




where the forward and backward hemisphere charges are calculated as in chapter 3.1. 
Schematic Qp8 and Q distributions are shown in figure .5.6 for bb events. It is possible 
to evaluate the b charge separation, 6b, b~' exploiting the difference between the widths 
ap8 and aq of the Qp8 and Q distributions respectively. 
The quantity J defined as 
{5.4) 
is measured in data samples of var~1 ing b purity. By fitting the purity dependence of J 
and extrapolating to 100% b purity Jb is obtained : 
(5.5) 
which can be expressed in terms of (51' as follows 
(5.6) 
The derivation of this relation is given in [28). The term 4 ((QpQ 8 ) - (QF)(Q8)) is 
the correlation between the forward and backward hemisphere charges and is evaluated 
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Figure 5.6: Schematic Q FB and Q distributions in bb events. 
using Monte Carlo simulation. (Q1j8 ) is the forward-backward charge asymmetry in bb 
events and is estimated using the charge asymmetry measured in data with ab purity 
of,...., 95%. ((QpQ8 )- (Qp)(Q8 )) and (Q':j;8 ) are small and enter equation 5.6 only as 
corrections. (For zero asymmetry and no hemisphere charge correlations Jb =ob.) 
5.2.2 Experimental results 
Events are selected using the standard ALEPH hadronic event selection described in 
chapter 6 and the thrust axis is required to lie within the VDET approximate polar 
angle acceptance, JcosOJ < 0.8. The raw J values are evaluated using equation 5.4 and 
are shown in figure 5.7 for a range of I{ values. Before these values can be used in an 
(j(j 
extrapolation to 100% b purity they have to be corrected for any bias introduced by 
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Figure 5.7: The variation of the raw <5 values in data as a function the b purity of the 
event subsample. 
The tag algorithm selects events with visible lifetime in the form of charged tracks 
with large impact parameters. The significance of the impact para.meters depends on 
the track momentum. Consequently the tag introduces a. bias in the number of charged 
tracks and in their momentum. This in turn introduces a bias in the mean hemisphere 
charges and their widths. Civen that the effects are small, and well modelled by the 
Monte Carlo, the lifetime dependence of the simulated JI s a.re used to correct the raw 
J data values. The corrections are calculated using 
Correction 
;, b 
2= Pf(Jf)~ -tagged , 2= pi (Jf)~ntagged' (5.7) 
f=u,d .. f=u,d .. 
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where pl are the quark purities. These corrections are assigned systematic errors to 
account for an observed difference between the ratio of tagged and untagged hemisphere 
charge widths in data and Monte Carlo. When added to the Monte Carlo statistical 
error on the corrections this represents an additional 20% uncertainty. The corrected 
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Figure 5.8: The variation of the lifetime-corrected 8 values in data as a function the b 
purity. 
The trends displayed in figure .5.8 can be explained by writing 8 as 
I: p.r (lr)~ (5.8) 
f=u.d. 
Before applying the impact parameter tag the quark purities are all ,...., 20% and J is 
dominated by Ju, it being the largest. When the b purity rises to,...., 80% the light quark 
purities drop effectively to zero and the only background is from cc events. For small 
K values l<fcl > lcSbl so as the b purity increases further, J continues to decrease toward 
G8 
lb. However, for large K, l<fcl < llbl causing J to reach a minimum and then increase 
with b purity as the c contamination diminishes. 
K Jb (Qb)B) 4 ((QFQB) - (Qp)(QB)) 
0.3 0.1513 ± 0.0028 0.0093 ± 0.0011 0.0108 ± 0.0003 
0.4 0.1577 ± 0.00:30 0.0106 ± o.oon 0.0092 ± 0.0004 
0.5 0.1627 ± 0.003.f 0.0119 ± 0.001-l 0.0082 ± 0.0004 
0.6 0.1791 ± 0.0038 0.01:31 ± 0.0016 0.0076 ± 0.0006 
0.8 0.2050 ± 0.0047 0.01.52 ± 0.0020 0.0076 ± 0.0009 
0.9 0.2178 ± 0.00.51 0.0161 ± 0.00:21 0.0079 ± 0.0010 
1.0 0.2307 ± 0.00.56 0.0110 ± 0.0023 0.0084 ± 0.0012 
1.5 0.2813 ± 0.0016 0.0200 ± 0.00:32 0.0112 ± 0.0023 
2.0 0.3127 ± 0.009:3 0.0216 ± 0.00:38 0.01:36 ± 0.0032 
00 0.3378 ± 0.0222 0.0220 ± 0.00().5 0.0176 ± 0.0099 
Table 5.3: The corrected Jb values obtained by extrapolating the fits of figure 5.8, the 
(Qp8 ) values measured in a 95% b purity data sample and the hemisphere charge 
correlations evaluated using :11 on ff Carlo -" i mu latirm. 
The corrected J distributions are fittPd with cubic polynomials reflecting the three 
regimes in its dependence on the b purit>" The fits a.re superimposed in figure 5.8 and 
are used to extrapolate to 100% b purity. The resulting Jb values a.re shown in column 
1 of table 5.3. 
The unbiased bb forward-backward charge asymmetry (Qb}8 ) values are estimated 
using the charge asymmetries measured in a data sample with ab purity of,...., 9.5% and 
are shown in column 2 of table 5.:3. The errors shown are the statistical errors only ; 
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the systematic errors are negligible. Also shown a.re the hemisphere charge correlations 
evaluated using Monte Carlo simulation and their Monte Carlo statistical errors. 
5.2.3 Determination of the b charge separation 
Equation 5.6 is used to determine §b from the corrected lb values given in table 5.3. 
Model Parameter ~ Correlation 
parameter mnge and error 
AQcD 0.296 0.346 0.0001 0.0002 
.. A1min 1 .. 530 1.770 0.0004 0.0001 
a 0.342 0.3.52 0.0001 0.0001 
Eb 0.002 0.007 0.0001 0.0003 
\I/ (V + P8) 11 .d 0.:)20 0 . .580 0.0001 0.0001 
V/ (V +PS), OSiO 0.6:30 0.0001 0.0001 
V/ (V + PS)c.b 0.510 0.690 0.0002 0.0002 
!.. 
ti 
0.291 0.311 0.0001 0.0001 
.\'.d 0.118 0.180 0.0004 0.0006 
Xs 0.250 0.499 0.0000 0.0010 
Baryon Fmction 0.090 0.110 0.0003 0.0002 
Popcorn Parameter 0.:350 0.5.50 0.0000 0.0001 
Table 5.4: The effect of varying different fmgmentation model parameters on the 
correlation corrections for "' = 0. 5. 
Systematic errors on the hemisphere charge correlations due to uncertainties in 
b fragmentation and b hadron production and decay, are evaluated by varying those 
parameters within JETSET 7. 3 relevant to tlH' b system within their experimental or 
theoretical limits (29]. These errors are summarised in table 5.4 for the case K = 0.5. A 
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f\, Jb ± (stat) ± (syst) 
0.3 0.1100 ± 0.0026 ± 0.0040 
0.4 0.12.52 ± 0.0027 ± 0.0041 
0.5 0.1400 ± 0.0029 ± 0.0039 
0.6 0.1688 ± 0.0036 ± 0.0048 
0.8 0.1952 ± 0.0045 ± 0.0063 
0.9 0.2068 ± 0.00·!9 ± 0.0067 
1.0 0.2272 ± o.oo.ss ± 0.007.5 
1..5 0.2515 ± 0.0077 ± 0.0082 
2.0 0.2777 ± 0.0088 ± 0.0154 
00 0.2848 ± 0.0239 ± 0.0229 
Table 5.5: Final Jb values and thE ir statistical and systematic ermrs. 
summary of the final Jb values and their statistical and total systematic errors is given 
in table 5.5. These Jb values are used in the asymmetry analysis. 
The self-consistency of the method \\'as tested on Monte Carlo simulated data by 
comparing the extracted Jb with their true values. The results are shown in table 5.6. 
The systematic errors on the extracted 6i, values include only those effects not derived 
from the same Monte Carlo sample. From the values shown it is clear that the method 
is self-consistent. 
5.3 Summary 
A detailed description of the evaluation of the quark charge separations, JI, defined in 
chapter 3, has been presented. The 11. rl. s and c charge separations were estimated 
using Monte Carlo simulated data and are shown in table 5.2 for events passing a tag 
cut of Ph < 0.001. A method for measuring the b charge separation using the lifetime 
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Monte Carlo Monte Carlo 
K, measured ob true ob 
0.3 0.121.5 ± 0.0038 0.1210 ± 0.0006 
0.4 0.1364 ± 0.0038 0.1357 ± 0.0006 
0.5 0.1.513 ± 0.0040 0.1505 ± 0.0007 
0.6 0.1813 ± 0.0046 0.1793 ± 0.0008 
0.8 0.2087 ± 0.0054 0.2057 ± 0.0010 
0.9 0.2201 ± 0.005S 0.2111 ± O.OOll 
1.0 0.2430 ± 0.0065 0.2:393 ± 0.0013 
1.5 0.2694 ± 0.007 4 0.2651 ± 0.001.5 
2.0 0.1983 ± 0.0085 0.2942 ± 0.0018 
00 0.35.54 ± 0.0156 o.:3483 ± 0.0031 
Table 5.6: The ob values obtained using the method described in section 5.2.1 on Monte 
Carlo data, and those extracted directly from the :\!onte Carlo. The agreement between 
the two sets of values proves the self ron.«istency of the method 
tag was described and the results obtained are presented in table .5 .. 5. The quark charge 
separations are one of the key elements required for the electroweak interpretation of 
the measured charge asymmetry, ( (jp 8 ). 
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Chapter 6 
A measurement of the 
forward.;.. backward charge 
asymmetry 
A measurement of the charge asymetr.v in a Z 0 -t bb event sample is used to extract 
the underlying forward-backward as>'m111etr>' A~f-8 . The momentum weighted charge 
method, introduced in chapter :3. is used in other ALEPH analyses [18] [19]. In 
particular, it was first used to measure the charge asymmetry in an inclusive sample 
of hadronic events where the fractions of 11 and d type quarks present are given simply 
by their corresponding Z 0 branching fractions. As a result, the measured charge 
asymmetry has approximate!>' equal contributions from ·u and d type quarks which have 
opposite signed charge asymmetries a11cl so lead to some degree of cancellation, which 
decreases the sensitivity of the 1neasurp111Pnt to the underlying quark asymmetries. 
The analysis is also inherent!>' dependent 011 l\fonte Carlo simulation of the quark 
fragmentation process. 
By measuring the charge asyrnmPtry in a sa111ple enhanced in one quark flavour the 
cancellation is reduced and the measurement's sensitivity to the underlying asymmetry 
increases. In this analysis track impact parameters are used to obtain a. high purity 
bb event sample. Consequently, the measured charge asymmetry is sensitive to the bb· 
asymmetry A~B' but not to the lighter quark asymmetries. Furthermore, as described 
in chapter 5, it is possible to measure the mean hemisphere charge of the b quark 
in data. This is one of the key elements in the interpretation of the measured charge 
asymmetry and effectively removes any dependence on Monte Carlo simulation of quark 
fragmentation. 
Section 6.1 discusses in detail the event and track selections. Section 6.2 presents 
the measured (Qp8 ) values and finall~' in section 6.:3 the experimental systematic errors 
on (Qp8 ) are determined. 
6.1 Event Selection 
Events are selected according to the standard ALEPH ha.dronic event selection. This 
selection, based on charged tracks, requires at least five charged tracks in the TPC. The 
sum of the energies of the tracks (assuming the pion mass) is required to be larger than 
10% of the centre of mass energy. The tracks must have a polar angle greater than 
18.2° (jcosOI < 0.95), which ensures that at least G TPC pad rows a.re traversed, and 
must have at least four reconstructed coordinates. The distance of closest approach of 
the tracks to the ALEPH origin must be less than 10 cm along the beam direction and 
2 cm transverse to it. 
This selection has an efficienc~' of"' ~)9(/i' a11cl introduces no significant flavour bias. 
The background from T events and t,,.o photon interactions is "' 0.62 and "' 0.3% 
respectively [30]. The latter have negligiblC' lifetime and a.re effectively removed after 
applying typical impact parameter tag cuts. The T has a. significant lifetime but its 
decay products have small impact parameters owing to the small T mass. Consequently, 
T events too form a negligible background ("' 0.0.5%) once typical tag cuts a.re applied. 
In addition to the ha.dronic event selection. the event thrust axes, reconstructed 
using all charged and neutral objects1 , must lie within the approximate polar angle 
acceptance of the VDET jcosBI < 0.8. These cuts give an overall acce.ptance of 75.2% 
leaving 504,911 hadronic events from an initial sample of 671,362 events. 
The surviving events are then passed through the impact parameter tag which has 
its own event selection. Table 6.1 shows the effect of each stage of the event selection, 
and the nominal b purities corresponding to each tag cut. 
Selection Number of events 
Hadronic event selection 671362 
jcosBI < 0.8 504911 
Ph < 0.01 112811 pb = 73% 
Ph < 0.00.S %806 pb = 79% 
Ph < 0.001 102.59 pb = 88% 
Ph < 0.000.S 61882 pb = 91% 
Ph < 0.0001 4.5992 pb = 9.5% 
Table 6.1: The data sample sizes for r:ach cut on the impact parameter tag. The nominal 
b purities corresponding to each tag cut nrr: also shown. 
6.2 The ineasured forward-backward charge asynunetry 
The forward-backward hemisphere charge asymmetry (Qp8 ) is measured in the event 
samples shown in table 6.1. In the hemisphNe charge calculations those tracks with 
momentum transverse to the beam direction less than 200 MeV /ca.re not used. This 
removes tracking ambiguities introduced by the spiralling of such tracks in the TPC. 
1The reconstruction of the four-moment.a of all the charged and neutral particles is described in [21] 
Before evaluating the hemisphere charges each charged track is corrected for an observed 
momentum imbalance as described later in section 6.3.1. 
(QFB) ±(stat) 
K, Ph< 0.0100 Ph< 0.0050 Ph< 0.0010 Ph< 0.0005 Ph< 0.0001 
0.3 -0.0061 ± .0008 -0.0073 ± .0009 -0.0088 ± .0010 -0.0089 ± .0011 -0.0098 ± .0012 
0.4 -0.0070 ± .0009 -0.0082 ± .0010 -0.0100 ± .0011 -0.0101 ± .0012 -0.0111 ± .0013 
0.5 -0.0079 ± .0010 -0.0092 ± .0011 -0.0112 ± .0012 -0.0112 ± .0013 -0.0124 ± .0015 
0.7 ·0.0096 ± .0012 -0.0111 ± .001:3 -0.01:3,5 ± .001.5 -0.0133 ± .0016 -0.0147 ± .0018 
0.9 -0.0112 ± .0015 -0.0128 ± .0016 -0.01.54 ± .0018 -0.0151 ± .0019 -0.0167 ± .00~ 
1.0 -0.0119 ± .0016 -0.013.5 ± .0017 -0.016:3 ± .0020 -0.0159 ± .0021 -0.0176 ± .0024 
1.2 -0.0131 ± .0018 -0.0149 ± .0019 -0.0119 ± .0022 -0.0173 ± .0024 -0.0190 ± .0027 
1.5 -0.0147 ± .0021 -0.0166 ± .002:3 -0.0IDS ± .0026 -0.0188 ± .0028 -0.0207 ± .0032 
2.0 -0.0164 ± .002.5 -0.0185 ± .0021 -0.0:218 ± .0031 -0.0204 ± .0033 -0.0223 ± .0038 
00 -0.0159 ± .0042 -0.0196 ± .0045 -0.()2:33 ± .00.53 -0.0208 ± .0056 -0.0233· ± .0065 
Table 6.2: The measured (Qp 8 ) values for the full range of n, and Ph cut values. 
The measured (Qp 8 ) values and their statistical errors are shown in table 6.2. Fig-
ures 6.1.a and b. demonstrate the clepe11cle11ce of (QFI3) and its statistical significance, 
(Qp8 )/ap8 , on the tag cut. P,,. for " = 0.0. A maximum statistical significance of 
9.25 is obtained for a tag cut of P,, < 0.001, corresponding to a b purity of"' 88%. 
As the background diminishes~ (Qp8 ) approaches its asymptotic value (Qb}8 ) but its 
statistical error increases due to the decreasing statistics. For a. cut of Ph < 0.001 a 
compromise is reached between the increasing b purity and the decreasing sample size. 
Figures 6.1.c. and d. show the " clepenclence using the above tag cut. The optimal K. 
of 0.5 corresponds to that which gave the most significant b charge separation, ob, as 
shown in figure 5.2 of chapter .5. 
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Figure 6.1: Figures (a) and (b) show (Q rs) and its statistical significance (QFs)/crFB 
as a function of the tag cut Ph. Figures ( c) and ( d) show the col'T'esponding distributions 
as a function a K. The optimal Pi, cut and n. i·alues are 0.001 and 0.5 respectively. 
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(Q) ±(stat) 
K, Ph< 0.0100 Ph< 0.0050 Ph< 0.0010 Ph< 0.0005 Ph< 0.0001 
0.3 0.0065 ± .0007 0.0061 ± .0007 0.0051 ± .0008 0.0046 ± .0009 0.0043 ± .0010 
0.4 0.0063 ± .0008 0.0059 ± .0008 0.0049 ± .0009 0.0043 ± .0010 0.0040 ± .0011 
0.5 0.0062 ± .0009 0.0056 ± .0009 0.0046 ± .0011 0.0040 ± .0011 0.0037 ± .0013 
0.7 0.0058 ± .0011 0.0052 ± .0012 0.0041 ± .0013 0.0034 ± .0014 0.0029 ± .0016 
0.9 0.0055 ± .0013 0.0048 ± .0014 0.00:3(:) ± .0016 0.0028 ± .0017 0.0022 ± .0020 
1.0 0.0054 ± .0014 0.0046 ± .0015 0.0033 ± .0018 0.0025 ± .0019 0.0018 ± .0022 
1.2 0.0051 ± .0017 0.0042 ± .0018 0.0028 ± .0021 0.0019 ± .0022 0.0010 ± .002 .. 
1.5 0.0046 ± .0020 0.0035 ± .0021 0.0010 ± .0024 0.0010 ± .0026 -0.0001 ± .0030 
2.0 0.0038 ± .0024 0.002() ± .0025 0.0009 ± .0029 -0.0004 ± .0031 -0.0017 ± .0036 
00 0.0012 ± .0041 -0.0001 ± .0044 -0.0024 ± .00.52 -0.0040 ± .0055 -0.0054 ± .0064 
Table 6.3: The measured (Q) values for the full range of K and Ph cut values. 
The (Q) (= (Qp +QB)) values and their statistical errors are shown in table 6.3. 
The (Q) values are incompatible with zero for low K due to the interaction of soft 
particles in the detector material between the Z 0 decay point and the inner wall of the 
TPC, which is charge asymmetric clue> to charge dependent nuclear cross-sections. Both 
particle absorption and creation are forward-backward symmetric and so to first order 
affect (Qp) and (QB) equally and therefore have no influence on (Qp8 ), but result in 
( Q) being non-zero. 
6.3 Experimental syste111atic errors 
The experimental systematic errors on ( Q F 8 ) are of two types. The most important 
effects are those that are both forward-backward and charge asymmetric since they 
can generate a false electroweak asymmetry. Other effects that are either forward-
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backward or charge asymmetric result in a dilution of (Q FB) and produce an uncertainty. 
proportional to the asymmetry. The evaluation of the systematic errors is explained in 
detail in (31) and is briefly described below2 • 
6.3.1 Forward-backward momentum imbalance 
Non-uniformity in the ALEPH magnetic field could produce a significant charge asym-
metry. Di-muon events in which the a.collinearity of the muons is less than 0.3° are used 
to correct for any momentum imbalance. The average momentum of the muons in each 
of twelve cosO bins is forced to match that expected for both signs. The correction is 
applied to the track sagitta. a.nd has a precision of"' 40JLm corresponding to a. maximum 
momentum change of 1 %. The S)'Stematic errors on each measured (Q FB) value is taken 
as the larger of, ha.If the shift in (Q FB) \\'ith and without the track sa.gitta correction 
or the error on the correction, and are shmrn in the first row of table 6.4 for a range of 
"'· 
Systematic Li ( ( Q F B)) X 104 
error source 1-i = o.:3 I{=() .. ') I{ = 1.0 /{. = 1.5 K, = 2.0 K, = 00 
Momentum imbalance 0.1 ().:j O.fi 0.9 1.0 1.4 
Material asymmetry 0.8 0.fi () .:3 0.1 0.1 0.0 
Track losses l.(j 1.1 2.0 2.4 2.6 4.1 
Unphysical tracks 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 
Total systematic error 1.8 l,)-\ 2.1 2.6 2.8 4.3 
Table 6.,1: (Qrn) UJ1fri111<11/a/ sysle111atic er1·01·s. 
2 The experimental systematic error;; OH ( q FIJ) were ernluat.ed for the hadronic charge asymmetry 
analysis [18) but can used as conservafn1t estimat('S of t liose errors appropriate to this analysis 
6.3.2 Material asymmetry 
As mentioned above, the interaction of charged particles in the material between the 
primary vertex and the inner wall of the TPC is charge asymmetric. On its own, this 
effect changes the measured charge asymmetry, but if the effect is correctly modelled 
within the quark charge separations it cannot generate a false electroweak asymmetry. 
However, if combined with a possible asymmetry in the amount of detector material in 
the forward and backward hemispheres, it can generate a false electroweak asymmetry. 
The material asymmetry is measured b~· comparing the photon conversion rates in the 
forward and backward hemispheres as a function of co80 and is found to be Amat = 
+1.8± 1.6%. The systematic error on (QFB) can then be estimated using the product 
Amat· (Q), where (Q) is the mean total event charge measured in data. The resulting 
errors are shown in table 6A. 
6.3.3 Track losses 
The stability of (Qp8 ) with respect to each of the arbitrarily chosen track cuts is 
examined by measuring (QF8) using those tracks that pass all selection criteria but 
are near the cut for one of the criteria. Four track cuts are varied as explained in the 
following list (the standard cuts are listed first): 
• !Doi :::; 2.0cm IDo/ :::; l.Gcm, 
• IZol :::; 10.0cm /Znl :::; 8.0cm, 
• Nrpc hit-< < 4 
• cosO :::; 0.9.5 cos() ::::; 0. 94 . 
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D 0 (Z0 ) is the distance of closest approach of a charged track to the ALEPH origin along 
(transverse to) the beam direction, Nrpc hit 3 is the number of reconstructed coordinates 
in the TPC and cos8 is the cosine of the polar angle of the track. The total systematic 
error due to track losses is obtained by adding in quadrature each of the variations, 
and are shown in table 6.4. 
6.3.4 Charged tracks with unphysically high momentum 
Approximately 0.3% of hadronic events contain at least l unphysically high momentum 
(p > 50GeV /c) charge track, as a result of reconstruction ambiguities such as overlap-
ping tracks. These tracks are produced with equal rates in the forward and backward 
hemispheres and for positive and negative tracks and therefore should not influence 
the charge asymmetry measurement. But the.v can introduce an uncertainty in the 
interpretation of (QFB) if the effects are not accurate!>' reproduced in the Monte Carlo 
simulation of the background charge separations. The b charge separation is evaluated 
in data and so includes these effects conectl,v. 
(Qp8 ) is evaluated with and without those events containing unphysically high 
momentum tracks and its systematic error is taken as the product pud3 c · .::l((QFB)), 
where pud•c is the measured background fraction and ~( (Q FB)) is the change in (Qp8 ) 
when those events with high monientum tracks are removed. These errors are shown. 
in table 6.4. 
6.4 Su1nmary 
The forward-backward hemisphere charge as>'1nrnetry, (Qp8 ), has been measured in 
hadronic data samples of varying b purit>· and \\·ith different values for the momentum 
weighting parameter, K. The result:,; are prt•sented in table 6.2. The evaluation of the 
experimental systematic errors on (Qp8 ) has been described. The errors obtained are 
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shown in table 6.4 for a range of n. values. In chapter 7 the (QFn) values are used, 
in conjuction with the quark purities and acceptance factors presented in chapter 4 
and the quark charge separations presented in chapter 5, to determine a value for the 
underlying bb forward-backward asymmetry A~8 • 
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Chapter 7 
Electroweak interpretation of the 
charge asymmetry 
This chapter concerns itself with the electroweak interpretation of the measured 
forward-backward hemisphere charge as~·m rnel ry. (Q FB), presented in chapter 6. In 
section 7.1 an outline of the calculation of the quark asymmetries and zo branching 
fractions in the framework of the Standard l\lodel is given a.nd the effective weak mixing 
angle, sin2B~1 , is defined. Section 7.2 describes a. correction applied to A~8 to account 
for QCD effects. Section 7.3 sum ma.rises the procedure used to fit the data. a.nd extra.ct 
the underlying bb asymmetry and ,,·eak mixing angle and in section 7.4 the systematic 
errors on both quantities a.re cleteri11i11ecl. 
7.1 A Standard Model analysis of the data 
The Minimal Standard Model of Glashow, Weinberg and Sa.lam is used to analyse 
the measured forward-backward charge as~'rn!lietry (Ch8 ). To this end, the ZFITTER 
package [32] is used. ZFITTER is a progra rn based 011 a semi-analytical approach to 
fermion pair production in e+c annihilation: 
and is optimised for energies near the zo pole. The program directly calculates 
predictions for cross-sections and forward-backward asymmetries. The calculational 
scheme involves the convolution of effective Born cross-sections which describe the 
underlying hard scattering process with QED radiator functions which depend on the 
treatment of initial and final state radiation. 
The quark asymmetries and branching fractions are predicted by the minimal 
Standard Model once o, GI" i\[z, 1\!u and the fermion masses, 1n1, are all known. 
The Thompson limit QED coupling constant, o. the Fermi coupling constant, Gµ, and 
Mz have been determined experimentall>' to a high precision, compared to the other 
parameters, and can be considered as fundamental para.meters of the Standard Model. 
Neither the precise values of the light qu<irk masses nor their physical meaning are 
unambiguously known, but they enter the radiative corrections only through the vector 
boson self-energies where their contribution can be replaced by the experimentally 
known cross-sections for e+ c -t hadrons. A similar ambiguity exists for the b 
quark mass, mb. In this analysis mb is fixed at 4 .. 5 GeV /c2 • This increases A~8 
by approximately 0 .. 5% compared to the m1 .. = 0 approximation. This is an order of 
magnitude smaller than the precision pre;e11tl>' available. so the uncertainty on mb can 
safely be ignored. This leaves m 1 and .\fu as tlie only unknown parameters upon which 
the quark asymmetries depend. 
The light quark cross-sections depend on m1 purely via. corrections to the z 0 
propagator (figure 7.1.a). However for b quarks, owing to the large mass splitting 
between band t quarks, there are two vertex diagrams for zo -t bb (figure 7.1.b) which 
contribute additional rrt1 dependent corrections to A~8 and fbb which a.re absent for 
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Figure 7 .1: (a.) Corrections to the Z 0 propagator, including self-energy insertions, 
I exchange and I - zo inteijerencr:. (u.} The vertex diagrams for zo -t bb which 
contribute additional 1rlt dependent corrcction8 to A~B and r&b. 
of the band d branching fractions, as shown in figure 7.2, but effectively cancels in the 
asymmetry, producing only a shift in its normalisation. 
In the on-shell renormalisation scheme used in ZFITTER, the weak mixing angle is 
defined uniquely through the gauge-boson masses : 
(7.2) 
Electroweak radiative corrections to the hare cross-sections can be parameterised in 
such a way that they a.re absorbed into a redefinition of sin2 Bw. The resulting 'effective' 
weak mixing angle sin2 B~(, 1 is often defined as 
. • '.! ef r .z .. '.! 
.-;111 811 .· = "" s111 Bw . (7.3) 
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Figure 7.2: The top mass dependence of the b and d branching fractions and asymme-
tries. 
cross-sections including the dependence on m1 and Af H. 
Figure 7.3 shows the 1n1 dependence of sin 2 B~(tl for three different Higgs masses 
as calculated using ZFITTER. Varying the top mass from 200 GeV /c2 to 250 GeV /c2 
changes sin20U/ by only 1%, so a precision measurement is required to be sensitive to 
the top mass dependent radiative corrections. The sensitivity to lvfH is much weaker ; 
the ambiguity in sin 2 0~i;f due to varying '1111 in the range 60 GeV < MH < 1 TeV 
is below the present experimental t't'l'or, so that for practical purposes, at the present 
stage of accuracy, the predictions can be plotted as functions of 1n1. 
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Figure 7.3: The mi and Mn dependence of the weak mixing angle sin2 B~?' as calculated 
using ZFITTER. 
7 2 Q CD t . t A"b . correc ions o FB 
A precision measurement of A~8 requires a good understanding of higher order 
corrections to the Born level cross-sections. As described in the preceding section, 
ZFITTER incorporates initial and final state photon radiation and weak loop and vertex 
corrections to a sufficiently high precision. QCD effects including gluon radiation from 
the final state b and b quarks must also be corrected for. Figure 7.4 shows those 
diagrams which contribute to CT(e+c -7 qq) to first order in o:,. The correction to A~B 




Figure 7.4: Diagrams contributing to a ( e+ c -t qfj) to first order in a •. 
At parton level, using ab quark mass of 4.5 GeV /c2 , c1 is found to be approximately 
0.8. The corresponding change ill Aj!'u is a reduction of :3% relative to its Born level 
value. 
In this analysis, however, the b quark direction is estimated using that of the 
-thrust vector, t, reconstructed using all charged and neutral final state particles. 
The hadronisation and decay processes dilute the ambiguity in the b quark direction 
introduced by the radiation of a hard gluon. Consequently the angular resolution 
between the thrust vector and the initial b quark direction is better than that between 
the b quark direction before radiating a gluon alld its direction after radiating a gluon. 
The Monte Carlo program JETSET 7. 3 simulates gluon radiation correctly to first 
order [35] and so can be used to estimate its effect on A~8 • 
Figure 7.5 shows the angular resolution between the thrust vector and the b quark 
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Figure 7.5: The angular 1·esolutio11. betll'un thE thrust vector and the b quark direction 
before any gluon radiation obtained using .\Jonte Carlo simulated data. 
direction before gluon radiation obtained using Monte Carlo simulated data (note 
the log scale). Using a fit to this distribution (superimposed) the b quark direction 
is smeared and the forward-backward asymmetry is re-evaluated. The asymmetry 
decreases by 0.6% (with a Monte Carlo statistical error of 0.1%), so rather than apply 
a correction, a conservative systernatic PITOI' of J % is included. 
7 .3 The fitting procedure 
The measured charge asymmetry (Q FB) can be expressed in terms of the underlying 
quark asymmetries AVn and zo branching fractions ff Ijrhad as follows : 
(7.5) 
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where &I are the quark charge separations (chapter 5), €! are the event tagging 
efficiencies (chapter 4) and Cl are the flavour dependent acceptance factors (chapter 4). 
sin2 B~?1 ±(stat) 
K, Ph< 0.01 Ph< 0.005 Ph< 0.001 Ph< 0.0005 Ph< 0.0001 
., 
0.3 0.2311 ± 0.0027 0.2294 ± 0.0026 0.2278 ± 0.0026 0.2282 ± 0.0026 0.2269 ± 0.0029 
0.4 0.2314 ± 0.0025 0.2298 ± 0.0025 0.2280 ± 0.0025 0.2285" ± 0.0025 0.2269 ± 0.0028 
0.5 0.2317 ± 0.0024 0.2302 ± 0.0024 0.2281 ± 0.0024 0.2287 ± 0.0025 0.2269 ± 0.0028 
0.7 0.2321 ± 0.0023 0.2:307 ± 0.0023 0.2285 ± 0.0024 0.2291 ± 0.002.5 0.2272 ± 0.0028 
0.9 0.2324 ± 0.0024 0.2310 ± 0.0024 0.2288 ± 0.002.5 0.2296 ± 0.0026 0.2276 ± 0.0~ J 
1.0 0.2325 ± 0.0024 0.2311 ± 0.0024 0.2289 ± 0.002.5 0.2298 ± 0.0026 0.2278 ± 0.0030 
1.2 0.2326 ± 0.0024 0.2312 ± 0.002.S 0.2290 ± 0.0026 0.2301 ± 0.0027 0.2281 ± 0.0031 
1.5 0.2326 ± 0.002.5 0.2313 ± 0.0025 0.2292 ± 0.0028 0.2304 ± 0.0029 0.2285 ± 0.0033 
2.0 0.2327 ± 0.0027 0.2:314 ± 0.0027 0.229:3 ± 0.00:30 0.2308 ± 0.0031 0.2290 ± 0.0036 
00 0.2341 ± 0.0041 o.n11 ± o.oon 0.228() ± 0.0049 0.2311 ± 0.0051 0.2285 ± 0.0060 
Table 7.1: The fitted sin2 B~(,l values. The nTors are due to the statistical error on the 
measured (QFB)· 
The measured charge asymmetr~' (Q FnJ and its relation to the quark asymmetries 
expressed through equation 7.5 are used to determine the effective weak mixing angle 
sin2ou1 . (QFBJ is reconstructed using the measured J.f, c.r, cf a.nd fbbjfhad, a.nd A~ 
and flf /rhad (ff b) ca.lculatecl using ZFITTER. Mu is set at :300 GeV /C2 and mt is 
varied between 50 and 350 GeV /c2 . The 'best' 111 1 is chosen as that which minimises the 
difference between the reconstructed (Q Fn) and its measured value. Corresponding to 
this top mass, the effective weak mixing angle and bb asymmetry are determined. The 
resulting values a.re shown in tables 7.1 and 7.2 respectively. The errors a.re statistical 





Ii Ph< 0.01 Ph< 0.005 Ph < 0.001 Ph< 0.0005 Ph < 0.0001 
0.3 0.1022 ± 0.0149 0.1115 ± 0.0143 0.1200 ± 0.0140 0.1176 ± 0.0143 0.1251 ± 0.0156 
0.4 0.1002 ± 0.0137 0.1090 ± 0.0133 0.1190 ± 0.0133 0.1164 ± 0.0136 0.1250 ± 0.0150 
0.5 0.0988 ± 0.0132 0.1072 ± 0.0129 0.1183 ± 0.0131 0.1153 ± 0.0134 0.1248 ± 0.0149 
0.7 0.0965 ± 0.0128 0.1044 ± 0.0127 0.1164 ± 0.0131 0.1127 ± 0.0136 0.1232 ± 0.0152 
0.9 0.0949 ± 0.0129 0.102.5 ± 0.0128 0.11JI ± 0.01:35 0.1102 ± 0.0140 0.1210 ± 0.0159 
1.0 0.0946 ± 0.0130 0.1020 ± o.01:rn O.l l !2 ± 0.01:37 0.1093 ± 0.0143 0.1201 ± 0.0162 
1.2 0.0941 ± 0.0133 0.1014 ± 0.01:3.4 0.11:34 ± 0.0142 0.1077 ± 0.0149 0.1184 ± 0.0169 
1.5 0.0937 ± 0.0137 0.1009 ± 0.01:39 0.1126 ± 0.01.50 0.1057 ± 0.0157 0.1161 ± 0.0179 
2.0 0.0935 ± 0.0145 0.1007 ± 0.0148 0.1120 ± 0.0161 0.1035 ± 0.0169 0.1135 ± 0.0194 
00 0.0856 ± 0.0227 0.1019 ± 0.02:3:') 0.1160 ± 0.0262 0.1021 ± 0.0275 0.1162 ± 0.0323 
Table 7.2: The fitted A~8 valur-:8. The tn·ors arc due to the statistical error on the 
measured (QFn). 
As expected the statistical ffror on sin~B~i'.f reaches a n111111num for "' = 0.5 
and Ph < 0.001, since it is for this combination that the measured (QFn) is most 
significant :1 
0.22Sl ± (J.002-l(stat), 
o.11s:3 ± 0.01:31(8tat). 
The corresponding Standard 1\fodel top mass limits are 
·)r·o+:J'' /l/1 = L) -·17' (7.6) 
1 The statistical error is smaller for a " ol' 0.1 and a looser tag cut. of Ph < 0.005, but the b charge 
separation for this K is estimated using .\Ion! e Carlo simulat.ion. Consequently the systematic error 
due to fragmentation uncertat.inies makes the total error larger. 
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Figure 7.6: The dependence of sin"B~(f on (a). f> and (b). the cut on the lifetime tag 
Ph. The errors shown are statistical only and are highly correlated as a function of 
both "' and tag cut. However, it is clear that each sin 2 8~(, 1 value is consistent with the 
optimal value of 0.2281 at "' = 0 .. 5 and R, < 0.001. 
7 .4 Systematic errors 
In this section the systematic errors on sin2Bf(,1 and A~8 are determined. The 
systematic errors enter via the now familiar relation 
There are four main sources of systematic uncertainty : 
• (Qp8 ) experimental systematics (chapter G), 
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1 0.00260 1 0.01420 1 
Table 7.3: The statistical and dominant systrnwtic errors on sin 2 B~? 1 and A~8 at the 
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Figure 7.7: The dependence of A~8 on (a). f\ and (b). the cut on the lifetime tag Ph. 
• statistical and systematic errors on the quark charge separations of (chapter 5) 
• total errors on the quark tagging efficiencies ff and the bb branching fraction 
rbb ;rhad (chapter 4) 
• statistical and sytema.tic errors on the flavour dependent acceptance factors Cf 
(chapter 4) 
The systematic errors on sin 2 B~(-' and A~§13 correspond to the one sigma variation in 
each of the above quantities. For example to evaluate the error on sin2 B~Jf due to the 
statistical error on the b charge separation 81', 8° is varied by ± its statistical error and 
the fit, described in the previous section. is repeated. The maximum resulting shift in 
sin2B't// is taken as its systematic error. 
The propagation of the errors on E0 and r 61;/r11ad requires more care. The measured 
values of Eb and rbb /rhad, presented in section 4.2.2, depend entirely on the four 
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independent variables c/:ds, c:'j.. Fh and Fd according to equations 4.9 and 4.10 (.Xb 
has a negligible effect on the sin 2B~? 1 measurement) and so only the uncertainty on 
these quantities need be propagated to errors on sin 2 B~? 1 and A~8 • In propagating the 
uncertainty on cuds, for example, to a systematic error on sin 2B~?1 , cud• is changed by± 
its total error and the corresponding cb and fbb /fhad are re-evaluated before refitting. 
In this way the correlations betwen the measured Eb and fbb /fhad are correctly taken 
into account. 
Due to the dominance of the statistical error the optimal K and tag cut are just 
those of the previous section. Tabie 1.:3 shows the breakdown of the total errors on 
sin2 BU1 and A~B. . . 
Chapter 8 
Summary and conclusions 
The forward-backward hemisphere charge asymmetry has been measured in a sample 
of 70,259 hadronic hea.vy flavour decays of the Z 0 boson collected with the ALEPH. 
detector at LEP. The charge asymmetry. expressed as the difference in the momentum 
weighted charges of the forward and back\\'ard hemispheres, is measured to be : 
(QFB) = -0.0112 ± 0.0012(.stat.) ± 0.00018(syst.). 
Heavy flavour z0 decays are tagged by identifying the decay products of beauty and 
charmed hadrons via their large track impact parameters. The uds and c event tagging 
efficiencies are estimated using :Monte Carlo simulation. The b efficiency is measured by 
counting the relative number of single and double-tag events. This met.hod is insensitive 
to Monte Carlo modelling of b quark production and hadronisation and of b hadron 
decay. The b purity of the data sampl0 is rneasured to be 88.01±1.25%. The angular 
dependence of the event tagging efficiencies \\'ere modelled using Monte Carlo simulated 
data. 
The extent to which uds and c event hemispheres retain the charge of their 
parent quarks was estimated using Monte Carlo simulation. For the b-quark this 
was determined by comparing the \\·idths of the forward-backward hemisphere charge 
difference and sum distributions in data sa m pies of increasing b purity. The method is 
9G 
insensitive to the simulation of b-quark hadronisation and decay properties. 
The measured charge asymmetry is used in conjunction with the measured event 
tagging efficiencies and quark charge separations to determine a value for the bb forward-
backward asymmetry, A~8 : 
A~8 = 0.1183 ± 0.0131(stat) ± 0.0057(syst). 
Interpreting A~8 in the framework of the minima.I Standard Model of electroweak 
interactions the effective weak mixing angle, sin'JB~/1. is found to be : 
sin:1 e~i~f = 0.:2:281 ± 0.00:2-l(stat) ± O.OOll(syst), 
and the corresponding top quark mass limits are 
:2(-. 0 +43 c· ,,1 2 1n1 = ) _00 _1e c . 
or 
mt< 338 GeV /c2 (%%confidence level) . 
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